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the reality of the teN-year id documeNt

The reality of the  
ten-year ID document
By Craig Sandness, HID Global Government ID Solutions

A dramatic shift in the national ID landscape is changing the face of government identity programs. The 
overarching drivers leading to an almost wholesale move from traditional IDs to eIDs are the twin imperatives 
of providing effective defenses against large-scale forgery attempts while adopting a holistic, multi-faceted 
approach to projects. In attempting to marry efficiency, security and cost-effectiveness in multi-tasking eID 
credentials that perform many functions beyond establishing identity, the eID industry faces huge challenges. 
Nevertheless, the impetus to move ID programs to an advanced new level shows no sign of slowing.

trust of governments as the material of choice for durability and 
tamper resistance. Cards constructed from polycarbonate are 
stronger than Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) cards. Key characteristics 
include the extreme robustness, flexibility and strength of polycar-
bonate as well as its capabilities as a platform supporting the very 
high quality optical features of high security printing. 

The use of this material and the incorporation of multiple 
on-board technologies and security features into a multi-layered, 
single ID platform require considerable expertise in the lamina-
tion of complex structures and the appropriate application of 
diverse materials. The industry has now found that the addition 
of on-board technologies such as radio frequency identification 
(rFID) or contact and contactless chips may create unexpected 
stresses in polycarbonate structures. This has generated the 
creation of innovative new technologies such as HID Global’s 
pioneering, patented crack prevention technology to protect the 
structural integrity of the credential, while conforming to inter-
national standards. Innovations such as these help put polycar-
bonate back on track to deliver on the industry promise of eIDs 
and credentials with a credible lifespan of up to 10 years. 

These types of breakthroughs are vital if long-term, hybrid card 
programs are to make headway among government customers. 
Multi-functional credentials leverage a combination of different 
technologies including contact or contactless chips, rFID antennae, 
biometrics and optically variable devices to deliver the requisite 
levels of functionality and security. layered, hybrid solutions are 
used in programs such as the U.S. Green Card, the German national 
identity card, the multi-tasking Carabinieri card used by Italy’s 
national police force, and the Saudia Arabia National ID card. These 
credentials perform multiple tasks including access control, proof of 
identity, healthcare and tax ID, and government fee payments. 

Post issuance updates

Much debate regarding the rOI of advanced, and therefore more 
costly, ID programs revolves around initial project cost versus rOI, 
which is calculated not only according to the functionality but also 
the lifecycle of the card. Given the many variables affecting card-

holders’ lives, the ability to apply post-issuance updates to the card is 
a vital factor in program design and budget allocation. Why pay for a 
card that will be exchanged for a new one every twelve months?

In such scenarios, smart cards, that is chip-based or optical 
security media-enabled cards deployed as part of an end-to-end 
card management system, come into their own. Post issuance eID 
management systems (such as HID’s ActivID CMS for National 
ID) enable updates to be made after the card has been issued. In 
response to events such as change of address, marital status or driv-
er’s license details, the cardholder’s personal data can be adjusted. 
These systems also provide the ability to upgrade the on-card infor-
mation with new applications and services as they become available. 
The system can even manage the renewal of public key infrastruc-
ture (PKI) certificates that provide digital proof of identity of the 
cardholder. Such systems give governments and agencies the capa-
bility of securely evolving their program even after the card is in the 
citizen’s hands and is designed to operate remotely, centrally and/or 
through interaction with one or more service bureaus. 

Optical security media (OSM) deserves special mention as 
a unique technology capable of accommodating flexible, secure 
post-issuance updates. As proven in f lagship deployments 
including the U.S. Green Card, OSM can be combined with most 
of the commonly-used machine readable technologies such as 
barcodes, optical character recognition, contact chips, rF-enabled 
contactless chips, rFID tags and magnetic stripes. The high data 
storage capacity of OSM permits the secure encoding of up to 2.8 
Mbytes of digital data, allowing the storage of multiple digital and 
biometric cardholder information. The information contained on 
the stripe cannot be fraudulently altered, but can be updated by 
authorized sources with access to government agency databases 
without requiring the replacement of the card.

The reality of the ten-year document

The move from traditional IDs to digitally-enhanced ID cards, the 
integration of one or more smart card technologies into creden-
tials, and industry innovation addressing physical durability 
issues are combining to future-proof the credential of tomorrow. 
Challenges to the longevity and updateability of advanced docu-
ments are already being addressed by solutions delivering onboard 
storage capacity for personal data, integration into central data-
bases to maintain currency of information including post-issuance 
updates, and improved physical structure to ensure longevity. 

Integration, functionality and flexibility

In our view, the next five years will see a new focus on improving 
the functionality of multi-technology cards, ever-tighter integra-
tion of card design, delivery systems, on post-issuance capabilities, 
and innovation in card manufacturing and construction. These 
and other factors will turn the concept of the ten-year, smart card 
enabled eID credential into tomorrow’s reality. 

Multi-functionality and durability:  
an incompatible pairing?

The multi-functional credential is becoming the norm, which 
means that counterfeit and fraud prevention, end-to-end program 
implementation and integration expertise are now at the forefront 
of government ID requirements. This is vital in order to eliminate 
issues with technology interoperability, post-issuance card or system 
updates or credential longevity, which can all lead to cost overruns.

But while the concept of a multi-functional, long-term card is 
simple, the reality is difficult to achieve. Considerable design, tech-
nical and manufacturing expertise must be employed to ensure that 
the end result conforms to international standards in terms of size, 
security, functionality and durability. The ability to update credentials  
without reissue has given rise to a strong industry debate about the  
practicality of card programs intended to last for ten years or more.

Building to last

A key factor in delivering these objectives is ID durability. Modern 
ID documents are required to stand up to many types of stress, 
ranging from attempts at physical alteration, to years of inconsid-
erate handling in a variety of environments and weather condi-
tions. Polycarbonate, due to its unique properties, has won the 

 Heightened security concerns, high traffic border crossings, and 
growing requirements for streamlined government services delivery 
are just some of the factors influencing this change. Governments 
and national organizations are now increasingly likely to leverage 
ID programs as an opportunity to increase efficiency, as well as 
protect and ensure the identity of the holder. This has given rise 
to projects calling for powerful multi-purpose ID credentials that 
operate on many levels, maintaining the highest levels of security 
while addressing additional objectives, such as entry to secure facili-
ties, faster border crossing, or access to health and social services.

By 2015, 85% of all credentials issued annually will be eIDs, 
and countries issuing eIDs will exceed those still using traditional 
IDs by four to one, according to a recent report by Acuity Market 
Intelligence. These statistics underscore our own findings based 
on over 20 years’ experience in major government-to-citizen ID 
projects, including 28 ePassport and 49 eID programs that range 
from national, foreign resident and worker ID to healthcare and 
vehicle registration programs.

Government agencies worldwide are prescribing smart card-
enabled applications and chip-based documents with growing 
frequency to achieve these goals. The industry is responding with 
innovation and technology breakthroughs: the demand for digital 
ID card technology and advances in materials science have driven 
substantial progress in card construction, giving rise to multi-
technology eID solutions that better meet the complex require-
ments for program security, reliability, efficiency and increasingly, 
multi-functionality delivered in a single credential. ID Technology Evolution
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The trusting 
traveler
By Dr. Bernhard Deufel, Giesecke & Devrient

Millions of travelers around the globe trust their 
government-issued ID documents whenever they 
cross borders, hire a car or book hotel rooms. 
These documents often have a lifetime of ten 
years – a big promise to the users. It’s also a big 
challenge for those experts who manage the lifecycle 
of identification documents, enabling national 
governments to provide their citizens with secure 
and sustainable ID documents.
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the trustiNg traveler

 In modern identity management systems, a typical ID docu-
ment passes through a number of different stages, from produc-
tion and issuance to use by the holder. Strictly speaking, the life 
cycle begins with the recording and checking of the applicant’s 
biometric data and ends with the expiry of the validity period.

In this article, we will examine the challenges facing manufac-
turers and issuing authorities. How do we ensure that an applicant 
is entitled to receive a document? How well do documents withstand 
frequent use and exposure to environmental influences? When a 
document nears the end of its period of validity (up to 10 years), is 
it still secure against counterfeiting? These are all challenges facing 
the industry and governments worldwide.

Evidence of Identity (EoI) –  
the key to secure documentation

Even the most secure, durable and well-made ID document is 
rendered utterly useless if we cannot be confident that the docu-
ment holder is the person they claim to be. A reliable identity 
management system is therefore an integral part of the total life 
cycle of an ID document. This cycle begins with the initial approach 
by the applicant. Most applicants are required to complete a form 
and provide a passport-size photograph. In some countries, appli-
cants are required to go to the relevant office to be photographed. 
Depending on the quality and scope of the existing population 
register, the applicant may also have to submit additional docu-
mentation as proof of identity, e.g. a birth certificate, marriage 
certificate or existing ID card. It is important to note here that 
the birth certificate is one of the weakest links in the ID security 

chain. Usually, these documents are relatively old and the security 
features are outdated (if there are any at all). They are typically 
easy to forge and can therefore be used to acquire a false identity 
in countries with inadequate population registers. The ICAO initia-
tive to introduce uniform security standards for birth certificates 
worldwide (including security paper with watermarks or printed 
security features) is therefore a welcomed development.

More and more authorities are also enabling applicants to 
apply for documents online. Using this method, the majority of 
information can be provided electronically. Naturally, the process 
must be as transparent as possible for the applicant while also 
offering secure and encrypted data communications with the 
issuing authority.

Whatever method is used, it is always important to take 
particular care with first-time applicants. Anyone who succeeds 
in obtaining a genuine passport under a false identity can then use 
that passport to obtain other genuine documents, such as a driving 
license or an ID card. This, of course, is something that must be 
prevented as far as humanly possible. Every ID system should 
therefore have access to a wide range of national and international 
databases containing personal information that can be used to 
guarantee the identity of each and every applicant. It is thus essen-
tial to have secure data storage systems and a centralised, well-
operated population register in order to be able to produce genuine 
and reliable ID documents. An increasing number of application 
processes also include a biometric component. Automated Finger-
print Inspection Systems (AFIS) can prevent multiple applications 
from a single individual as well as illegal applications under a false 
identity (provided a fingerprint database exists).

The countries that will have the greatest difficulties intro-
ducing secure application processes and developing protected 
database systems are those that have yet to take the step from 
partially handwritten registers to a fully digital system. In order 
to take that step, it is important that these countries have reliable 
industry partners with the relevant expertise to assist them.

Designing and producing a secure  
ID document

Another area that presents a number of challenges is the design 
and production of ID documents. As well as minimum require-
ments in terms of durability, quality and security, there are costs 
and budgets to consider. Obviously, a document with a 10-year life 
cycle is not only required to be made from high-quality materials, 
it also has to be equipped with the latest security features. This 
is essential in order for the document to remain at least one step 
ahead of counterfeiting methods throughout its period of validity.

Given the rapid development of commercially available printing 
and copying technology, it may be advisable to reduce the validity 
period from 10 years to 5 or 7 years. This will ensure that docu-
ments are still adequately protected at the end of their service life. 
In addition, it is important to use a polycarbonate substrate for 
high-security ID cards in order to achieve the necessary standards 
of quality, durability and security. PVC-based cards are generally 
unsuitable for the production of secure ID documents.

Another area that poses significant challenges is the use of 
electronic chips. Impregnable now, but just how secure will today’s 
microprocessor be in another 10 years’ time? Will the on-chip 
applications still have a use at the end of their service life? Will the 
security protocols still be reliable 10 years down the line?

The recommended switch from Basic Access Control to 
PACE (or Supplemental Access Control based on PACE v2) as the 
access mechanism for the ICAO travel application on passports 

and ID cards shows that every security protocol – no matter how 
successful – also has a limited life. Given the rapid development 
of IT technology, contactless chips are becoming increasingly 
popular in electronic ID documents and will eventually replace 
the contact-based interface. As well as enabling faster data 
communications, the contactless card is physically stronger due 
to the absence of the contact chip module. Another important 
and growing technology is post issuance personalisation (PIP), 
i.e. the loading of added-value card applications. PIP is by no 
means limited to Java-based operating systems, it can also be 
implemented on native platforms.

All the measures outlined above – a reduction of the validity 
period to 5 years, the use of high-quality materials, the imple-
mentation of newly developed security features and the use of 
electronic chips to store biometric data with integrity and authen-
ticity checks via Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) technology – will 
significantly increase the costs involved in managing, producing 
and issuing identity documents. On the other hand, of course, they 
also provide a major improvement in security.

Contactless chips are becoming increasingly popular in  

electronic ID documents and will eventually replace  

the contact-based interface. As well as enabling faster  

data communications, the contactless card is physically 

stronger due to the absence of the contact chip module.

Even the most secure, durable and well-made ID document 

is rendered utterly useless if we cannot be confident that the 

document holder is the person they claim to be.

Anyone who succeeds in obtaining a genuine passport under 

a false identity can then use that passport to obtain other 

genuine documents, such as a driving license or an ID card.

Figure 1: Specimen passport with high-security visa label
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This brings us back to a point we touched on earlier: the fact that 
security and durability are always dependent on budget constraints. 
long before an ID document can be personalised and issued, there 
are fundamental decisions that have to be made on achieving 
optimum security and quality standards within the respective finan-
cial limitations. In the majority of cases where a new ID document is 
being introduced, it is usual to arrive at some form of compromise, 
but security requirements will always be a key aspect.

Personalisation and issue –  
the document comes to life

The next stage in the life of an ID document involves personalisa-
tion and issue to the applicant. Personalisation is the process of 
transforming identical blank documents (the only visible differ-
ences being the perforated or embossed serial numbers on pass-
ports, for example) into totally unique items. During this process, 
it is possible to combine the personal data of the holder with a 
number of sophisticated security features. The aim here is to 
prevent counterfeiters from simply creating false identities based 
on illegally obtained blank documents. In the case of ID cards and 
passports with polymer data pages, it is possible to use all three 
dimensions for anti-counterfeiting measures because these docu-
ments are approximately 800 μm thick. Security features such as 
Multiple laser Images (MlI) or developments thereof – where 
images move seamlessly with the viewing angle – are particularly 
well suited for this role. But it requires more than one security 

feature to achieve maximum document protection. What is 
needed is an intelligent combination of multiple features carefully 
designed to complement each other. A number of technologies are 
available on the market today. For passports, these include inkjet 
printing, laser engraving and thermo retransfer printing. Each 
technology has its own specific advantages and disadvantages, 
which means it is impossible to make general recommendations. 
The key advantage of inkjet printing and laser engraving is the fact 
that the personalised information penetrates deep into the respec-
tive substrate. A counterfeiter would therefore have to remove 
a significant amount of material from the data page in order to 
erase the original information. Easy to recognize watermarks in 
the photo area on paper-based data pages or line embossing on 
polymer-based ID documents are effective measures against the 
most popular method of counterfeiting: photo substitution.

Another major challenge when it comes to personalisation is 
creating the necessary infrastructure. The first stage in that process 
is to decide whether the personalisation system should be centra-
lised or decentralised. A key advantage of centralised personalisa-
tion is the fact that blank documents do not have to be transported 
around the country and stored at multiple locations. Decentralised 
personalisation requires many times more staff, which not only 
increases the security risk but also drives up costs. Ultimately, this 
is a political decision that also has implications in terms of user 
convenience (e.g. waiting times and proximity of offices).

In either scenario, all personalisation areas have to be 
protected by a sophisticated access and authorisation system. Only 
carefully selected and vetted personnel may have access to blank 
documents and personalisation equipment. The “two-person rule” 
is a minimum requirement for all processes. Authorities should 
also use an IT system to monitor access, log individual procedures 
and ensure secure administration and storage of documents.

After personalisation, the finished document is issued to the 
applicant. Essentially, there are two ways of doing this: personal 
collection by the applicant or via registered mail. It is clearly 
preferable to have the applicant collect the document in person 
as this can be combined with additional security checks such as 
a photo comparison or security questions. When issuing by post, 
the greatest challenge is to ensure that the document is delivered 
safely to the applicant. It is therefore important to develop a range 
of processes and error prevention methods that can be imple-
mented with the postal provider.

Document use after issuance

After issuance, an ID document will typically be used for between 
5 and 10 years. How will it stand up to such a long period of use? 
Can it be exposed to environmental influences without impairing 
performance? From direct sunlight on the dashboard of a car to 
double-digit sub-zero temperatures, a document has to withstand a 
wide range of conditions and retain its original physical properties 
so that all security features can continue to provide the necessary 
levels of authentication. Although documents are lab-tested to assess 
their durability, no laboratory can simulate the conditions actually 
encountered in everyday use. These range from repeated bending 
while being carried in a back pocket to scratching by keys when 
carried in a handbag or accidental soaking in a washing machine.

Apart from security, another key factor during the period of 
use is functionality. In the case of a passport, that functionality is 
obvious: to provide proof of identity when crossing an international 
border. Well over 90 countries around the world have already intro-
duced electronic passports. With these, it is possible to perform 
biometric checks to verify that a document belongs to the holder. 
In addition, these documents support Passive Authentication (PA), 
which is used to verify the authenticity and integrity of the data they 
contain. In order to perform these checks effectively, it is necessary 
for states to exchange what are known as “country signing certifi-
cates”. The implementation of a PA infrastructure should be a key 
priority for all governments worldwide. Only then will the electronic 
passport achieve its original goal. This is undoubtedly the greatest 
single challenge facing modern passport systems, and the cost of 
creating the necessary verification infrastructure is significant.

Despite this expense, countries that have already invested in 
electronic passports should also take this additional step and create 
the system required. It is also clearly advantageous for every state 
to join the ICAO Public Key Directory (PKD) in order to exchange 
certificates with other countries. This will enhance both the pres-
tige of the issued document and the degree of confidence in it.

On ID cards, the ICAO travel application is usually accompa-
nied by a number of other applications. Some national ID cards 
can be used for online transactions with government agencies or 

as proof of identity in other types of Internet activity, for example. 
However, many of these solutions are implemented at national level 
and cannot be used internationally. It would therefore be helpful 
to have an international specification on identity documents, given 
the sheer variety of national ID card systems and the problems 
they present for industry partners who are supposed to provide 
solutions (e.g. middleware).

Ultimately, the degree of public acceptance for a new, multi-
functional ID card is dependent on the range of possible applica-
tions and the benefits they offer. If these benefits are significant 
enough, then the public will be willing to pay more for the card.

That being said, card functionality is not the only aspect that 
influences public acceptance. “Soft” factors, such as product design, 
also have a role to play. Ideally, the holder should identify with the 
document and be proud to own and use it. Creating state documents 
with consistent design elements and similar security features – a so 
called document family – will not only help with verification, it will 
also improve levels of recognition and acceptance among the public.

Summary

In order to create a modern ID document that is capable of meeting 
all the demands made on it in the course of its life cycle, it is 
crucially important for all industry partners and decision-making 
bodies to gather round a table and specify an ID system based on 
a range of methods that have been tried and tested in other coun-
tries. The complexity involved demands careful implementation of 
all requirements. Ultimately, this approach will ensure the success 
of sophisticated ID systems and guarantee that every document 
fulfils its role at every stage in its life cycle. It is possible to combine the personal data of the holder  

with a number of sophisticated security features. The aim 

here is to prevent counterfeiters from simply creating false 

identities based on illegally obtained blank documents.

A key advantage of centralised personalisation is the fact  

that blank documents do not have to be transported around 

the country and stored at multiple locations.

It is advantageous for every state to join the ICAO  

Public Key Directory (PKD) in order to exchange certificates 

with other countries. This will enhance both the prestige of 

the issued document and the degree of confidence in it.

Figure 2: Seamlessly moving elements on cards are state-of-the-art security elements which are easy to verify but extremely hard to counterfeit

the trustiNg traveler
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Nfc, b2c, saas – decipheriNg the preseNt aNd future of the ideNtive group

NFC, B2C, SaaS –  
Deciphering the present and  
future of the Identive Group
An interview with the COO of the Identive Group, Dr. Manfred Müller

In this interview, THE VAUlT tried to catch Dr. Manfred Müller, Identive’s COO somewhere between  
the Munich Oktoberfest and Santa Ana. With an MBA from Scotland and a PhD from regensburg, he has 
been leading the change from the Bavarian reader manufacturer SCM to a global ID solutions provider.  
Hard to get hold of while continuously traveling between five continents, we eventually managed to ask  
him about the past, the present and the future plans of the fast evolving Identive Group.

 Dr. Müller, Identive’s headquarters are in Ismaning, 
Germany but a large part of your team is based in California 
for the growing U.S. business. What are the benefits of 
having a foot in both camps?

Well, technically we are dual-headquartered and always have been 
even since the old SCM days. Having a large presence in California 
puts us near a lot of the technology and investment activities taking 
place in the US and also gives us a local presence for our signifi-
cant involvement with US government security programs both at 
national and state level. For co-ordinating activities in Europe, on 
the other hand, our headquarters in Ismaning near Munich are an 
ideal base. Also, Ismaning is the hub of our global ID product busi-
ness, which accounts for nearly half of the company’s revenue. If 
you look at our revenue split by region, about 84% of our sales come 
from Europe and the Americas, in roughly equal proportions. The 
remaining 16% are generated in the Asia-Pacific region. 

Next to Europe and the US, Identive is reaching out to new 
markets such as India and Japan. Can you tell us about your 
international expansion strategy?

We are following a pretty well thought through multi-pronged 
growth strategy and indeed the regional expansion is key to this. 
You have picked two good examples. With regard to India, we are 
going after the massive after the massive opportunities in this 
emerging country. With our Chennai-based Identive Technologies 
r&D center we have got a foot in the door with a motivated team of 

solutions that include one or more applications around cashless 
payment, loyalty, physical access and secure network logon. When 
it comes to NFC, we are looking into the future of this technology 
with our software platform that extends the benefits of NFC beyond 
the tag with dynamic content management and actionable user 
data delivered through the cloud. So, in other words, we are moving 
from a more or less pure Business-to-Business approach more into 
Business-to-Business-Consumer or direct Business-to-Consumer. 
A good example of the latter is our webshop, IdentiveNFC.com, 
where consumers can order customized NFC tags directly.

You have recently announced a new family of readers to 
address the market of multi-function ID cards. Do you 
believe that governmental ID schemes will increasingly 
address more than one application?

Absolutely, and these multi-function or multi-application national 
ID cards are heavily used in a range of countries already which 
could become role-models for those governments, that seem to be 
adopting more slowly. Good examples are Finland, which has been 
an eGovernment forerunner since early 2000, as well as Belgium, 
The Netherlands, Spain and Portugal with a broad range of elec-
tronic government and digital signature applications. Estonia 
has an ID card combined with social security and even a banking 
application, and last but not least, Germany with a national ID 
card supporting qualified electronic signatures, online registra-
tion, age verification, automatic form fill function, eGovernment 
related authentication and even access control. So you can see the 
market is not lacking successful implementations. In addition, 
we see a rapid increase in ID cards issued by local communities 
and governments to be used for a variety of independent applica-
tions such as eGovernment, public transportation or mass transit, 
parking, ticketing and payment. All of them require appropriate 
terminals with built-in card readers to access the chips.

Identive is one of the key suppliers of smart card readers 
to the German public, enabling citizens to use the online 
function of their electronic ID cards. How does the slow 
development of relevant eID applications affect this  
segment in your home market?

With more than 730,000 readers delivered into the German eID 
card program, we are indeed the key supplier of infrastructure 
products to the German public. Despite the broad range of applica-
tions, which are supported by the eID card, the acceptance is still 
low for many reasons, including the fact that the new eID feature 
is optional for those applying for a new national ID card. There is 
also a real lack of feature promotion from the issuing agencies. 
After a great start that had been heavily promoted by the German 
government, we are now facing quite a slow-down because one 
of the key drivers, eCommerce portals, are not yet implemented. 
Still, it is not too late, and our experience tells us that it takes time 
until new technologies are fully accepted and their benefits are 
fully understood and utilized. We are quite optimistic that the 
German eID program, which is already a success today, will be 
fully exploited over the coming years. 

about 50 people, most of them engineers. Both, the reader market 
and in particular the transponder market are promising. India 
has a number of government driven ID programs like the resi-
dent Identity Card (rIC), and our expertise in this area makes us 
a good fit for this market. India is also a significant growth market 
for contactless payment and related mobility applications because 
there is such a high penetration of mobile phones with a signifi-
cant need for cashless payment solutions. In Japan, on the other 
hand, we have had a presence for more than 15 years. The differ-
ence here is that we are now able to offer the full Identive product 
portfolio. As a result, in the course of the last year, we have gained 
significant ground with our inlay and transponder products for the 
payment, loyalty and transportation markets. We also have quite 
some activity in Brazil, russia and of course China. So we do truly 
cover the famous BrIC countries, where some strong growth is 
occurring for Secure ID solutions.

Identive’s product portfolio ranges from traditional smart 
card readers to innovative NFC solutions. Would you 
say, Identive is moving towards a Business-to-Consumer 
marketing approach?

Traditionally, we had a pure B2B and OEM approach with really 
no end consumer interaction. Following the transformation of the 
company into Identive in early 2010, we now have a range of busi-
nesses that have quite significant involvement with the consumer. 
For example we now provide stadia, universities, smart cities 
as well as retail and hospitality environments with customized 
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The next  
IDENTITY  
generation

Mongolia’s new eID initiative 
provides security and trust to 
strengthen national unity

In 2008, the Mongolian government decided to 
embark on a modernization program, called the 
Policy of Millennium Development, to replace  
the country’s previous personal identification 
system with a new electronic ID card. Millions  
of civic archive materials were updated on the  
civic population eligible to receive a new e-ID  
card. Four years later, in May 2012, the new 
electronic ID cards are being issued, free of  
charge, to the citizens of Mongolia. 

By Stefane Mouille, Gemalto
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military agencies. The Ministry of Justice and Internal Affairs, 
which is leading the project, aims to ensure fast and secure iden-
tification of people in their dealings with municipal and national 
governmental services.

Secure electronic documents represent a leap forward in secu-
rity that surpasses the visual security of conventional documents 

The e-ID card at a glance 

>  Embedded microprocessor to securely store  
citizens’ personal data, including digital photograph  
and fingerprints

>  Encryption keys to enable identification and  
authentication of card holder

>  Secure printing innovation of clear window in the  
card body to protect against forgery

Mongolia e-ID system scope and objectives 

> 2 million e-ID cards 

>  Personalization and printing of cards in Mongolia –  
up to 48,000 per day

>  Cards issued to Mongolia citizens as of May 2012

>  Modernizing identity documents to combat fraud and 
increase levels of trust 

>  Strengthening the relationship between governmental 
services and citizens 

>  reassuring citizens that their data is protected and  
can be securely exchanged 

>  Providing a secure and shared platform for delivering  
public services

the Next ideNtity geNeratioN

 Mongolia is an inland country spread over 1.5m sq km in the 
Central Asia plateau. It’s a largely urbanized country – a third of 
its population of 3m live in the capital Ulan Bator, a third in other 
urban areas and remaining inhabitants geographically spread 
across rural pasturelands. The country is upgrading transportation, 
industrial and civic services in its transition to a market economy.

Mongolia’s administration is organized in 21 provinces, with 
democratic elections for the national government held every four 
years. Civic registration of Mongolian citizens eligible to vote is 
held centrally, and everyone over 18 is required to show a civic ID 
card to cast their vote.

Securing identification and modernizing  
government services

The new smart card includes an embedded microprocessor 
containing all personal data with biometric facial and fingerprint 
ID systems linked to a secure database serving government agen-
cies such as the electoral authority, tax, customs,passport and 

such as ID cards. It is impossible to tamper with the civil data 
stored electronically and biometric data is kept confidential and 
out of reach of unauthorized parties. It increases citizen protection 
and offers effective means of ID checking that stays one step ahead 
of ID fraud.

The migration to an e-ID system will help the government 
improve security through positive proof of the bearer’s identity 
but also, into the future, enable it to deploy new e-government 
applications and facilitate the delivery of public services such as 
social security and health care and education services at reduced 
administration costs.

BioPIN delivers security, privacy and  
convenience to drive user adoption

Gemalto’s Sealys BioPIN, “Match on Card” feature, allows finger-
prints to be checked locally using the microprocessor of the eID 
card. It ensures the citizen’s information never leaves the card 
and does not require any connection to a central database. This 

security feature has demonstrated its excellent performance and 
interoperability during the MINEX II qualification awarded by the 
US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

Hassle-free deployment equipment is made possible by inter-
operability with the majority of available extractors and sensors.

launched in May 2012

Gemalto was selected at the end of 2011 to work with the govern-
ment to supply the new civic e-ID with its Sealys multi-service 
secure electronic ID card. Mongolian government officials and 
representatives from the project’s IT coordinator, Bodi Interna-
tional, visited Gemalto’s center of excellence for secure identity 
solutions in Vantaa, Finland to agree on card format and encryp-
tion standards. The site, near Helsinki, has over 120 years of expe-
rience in security printing from bank notes, visas, payment cards 
to more technologically advanced security documents. 400 security 
specialists create, develop and produce a range of traditional and 
electronic passports, visas and e-visas, e-ID cards, driving licenses 
and healthcare cards, with particular expertise in polycarbonate 
document manufacturing.

The issuance of the new electronic ID card started on May 25, 
2012. Citizens receive their new smart ID card from the adminis-
tration of the local districts and khoroos (administrative unit of a 
district). As written in the law of Mongolia, the new electronic ID 
card is issued free of charge once to Mongolian citizens. 

Visibly secure, Gemalto’s Sealys Window counterfeiting deterrent is a  
breakthrough in ID, driver license and passport security. Its ingenious design  
incorporates a transparent opening that is impossible to delaminate or fake.
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Taking a closer look 
inside the package
By Helmut Strycek, Infineon Technologies

Smart cards have been used for more than 25 years. Whether for card applications such as telephone service, 
banking, health service, transport ticketing, or access control these cards are well known and have been 
produced for many years. The production cycle involves many parties, starting at the chip manufacturer and 
the card foil manufacturer, over to the card producer with collating, laminating, punching and implanting 
until finally the card personalizing office. During every production step are specialists present that have 
detailed knowledge about their specific processes and robustness requirements. 

takiNg a closer look iNside the package

 Compared to the applications previously mentioned, govern-
ment electronic eID cards have not been around for long. Malaysia 
and Finland introduced their ID programs around the year 2000, 
and since then, usage data and field knowledge has been collected. 
But there are still aspects to an eID card that are worth having a 
closer look at. This article will give an overview of the packaging 
challenges faced when producing a government eID product with 
a 10-year lifetime. 

Challenges

As every interface technology with its respective form factors, and 
the resulting cards has different challenges, they are considered 
here separately.

1.  Contact based (CB) cards

1.1  Scratches on the ISO contacts

The most obvious wear on a contact based card can be seen on the 
surface of the ISO defined physical contacts which are necessary 
for the communication of the reader and the chip in the card. Here 
there are two main card reader contact technologies:

landing contacts use needles contacting the ISO pads from the 
top. Those readers found in most ATMs. This approach reduces the 
impact on the card contacts, but needs some mechanical construc-
tion for the up and down movement of the needles. 

To resist this impact, the ISO contacts employ a special layer 
construction providing a very hard surface and at the same time 
a very good electrical contact. The base layer, directly on the tape, 
is made of Copper (Cu). A second layer consisting of Nickel (Ni) is 
next followed by a final cover layer of very thin Gold (Au).

The table below compares the use cases1 of a banking card, 
where the contact based modules are used most often, with a 
government eID card. As further reference an electronic purse use 
case is shown.

Banking eID
Electronic 

purse

Usage per week 2–3 2–31 20

Life time in years 2–31 101 4

Contacts during life time 325 1300 4320

Typical module specification 
(number of contacts)

10.000 grinding
100.000 landing

On the basis of the Eurosmart1 information, the total number of 
usages over the life time of an eID card would still be far from the 
numbers specified in standard module data sheets. Taking the elec-
tronic purse numbers and performing an extrapolation to 10 years, 
the result would be 10.800 cycles. This would slightly exceed the 
number of specified grinding contacts, but in a real use case it is 
quite unlikely that all of those usages are with grinding contacts. It  
can therefore be said that the pure number of insertion cycles is not  
critical as long as there is no major change to the above assumptions.

1.2  Corrosion

In addition to mechanical load, the ISO contacts face chemical 
solvents and environmental influences such as body sweat or tannic 
acid (e.g. from leather wallets). At the contact’s surface, humidity is 
not as critical, but if moisture is able to get through the gold surface 
it can cause a reaction between the underlying Ni and Cu. This 
corrosion creates oxides and sulfides leading to visible stains on 
the ISO contacts and a deterioration of the electrical ISO contacts.

To prevent the intrusion of humidity into the construction layer, 
the final top layer has to be a chemically stable and dense material. 
Consequently, Au is a preferred first choice. Due to cost reasons the 
thickness of the Au layer is minimized to 100nm, which is sufficient 
for today’s applications. An alternative to Au is the more favorable 
priced Pd (Palladium), which is almost as stable as Au and can be 
applied more generously, forming a thicker barrier. 

To further improve the corrosion stability, a protection coating 
can be applied to create an additional chemical barrier. Therefore, 
with a good understanding of the underlying chemical processes, 
the robustness and stability can be further improved. 

As the chemical processes are not as initially obvious and 
mechanical wear can accelerate the reaction, the corrosion topic 
needs additional attention when looking at a 10 years life time of a 
CB or Dual Interface (DIF) card, especially in geographic regions 
with high natural humidity.

Figure 1: Module after 10.000 grinding plug cycles

Grinding contacts in contrast do have spring-loaded or just 
flexible contacts being in contact with the card from the beginning 
of the insert process until the contacts are in position to start the 
communication. These readers are mainly used in mobile phones 
where space is limited and the card is changed only a few times. 

Obviously the grinding technology wears the card contacts 
much more with each use. 
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1.3  Chip cracking

The second function of a module, besides providing contacts 
to the external world, is to protect the silicon chip die and the 
fragile wire bonds (connecting the chip with the back of the ISO 
contacts). Therefore the encapsulation, covering the chip and the 
wires, forms a compound with the tape carrying the ISO contacts. 
There are two methods of encapsulation:

Globe top: The encapsulation compound is dispensed with 
nozzles over the chip and wires. It is a highly flexible process, 
but the material remains somewhat flexible even after the curing 
process. This means the flexion of the module, and so the tension 
on the wire bonds is reduced, but not entirely eliminated.

Mold: A polymer encapsulation is applied using an injection 
mold process, which requires a dedicated mold tool whose cavities 
represent the outer dimensions of the final module. After cooling 
down, the mold material is as hard as ceramics. There is no longer 
flexion. The chip and the wires are safely protected within the 
hardened mold material. 

There are government eID card programs using the globe top 
technology successfully, but with the more demanding 10-year 
lifetime requirements and with the demand of practically no field 
failures, the better choice for an eID is a molded module.

Flip chip
A few years ago, flip chip technology was introduced into the smart-
card world. With flip chip, as the name suggests, the active side of 
the silicon chip die is flipped directly on referenced conducting 
pads located on the module substrate. This means there are no 
bond wires to be encapsulated, and the resulting design of the 
module is robust enough without additional reinforcement. Flip 
chip products have successfully been used in payment, GSM and 
access control applications. For long term usage in government 
eID applications more usage data has to be collected. But with the 
benefits of this technology, such as the reduced thickness of the 
module and very small cavity size (see 2.3 Optical quality), it has 
great potential and interesting opportunities. Therefore, develop-
ments in that direction are already ongoing.

1.4  Implanting the chip module into the card

The milling process to form the cavity in the card body to accom-
modate the back of the module is a standard process. It does not 
affect the card lifetime as long as it is done correctly. The hot 
melt glue used to attach the module into the cavity, however, is 
worth having a closer look at. It is applied to the back surface of 
the module before it is implanted into the card body cavity. The 
hot melt glue is then activated using heat and applying pressure 
ensures the proper positioning. 

The challenge here is to create a long lasting, but f lexible 
connection. For known applications up to 5 years, this process is 
proven and chip modules popping out of the card are almost never 
seen. Even though there is little data on the long time stability of 
the adherence, experts are confident that today’s technology is 
sufficient for a lifetime of ten years. 

2.  Contactless cards

In contrast to a CB card, the Cl card uses an embedded antenna 
and a present electromagnetic field for the communication with 
the reader (air interface). Cl cards do not need any mechanical 
contact to the outer world and the module is laminated into the 
card together with the card antenna during the card production 
process. 

2.1  Chip breakage

The robustness of a bare silicon die mainly depends on the ratio 
between the dimensions in x-/y-direction and the thickness of the 
chip. The very small memory chips, which are used in HF und UHF 
tags, are generally too thick (in relation to the length and width) to 
be broken. This is why they can be attached directly to the antenna 
without any additional housing.

Government eID cards typically use highly sophisticated 
security controllers which require more chip area than a standard 
memory chip. Therefore the security controller needs a housing 
that allows for a thin chip, but withstands the mechanical stress 
of normal use, and even deliberate misuse. The two possible solu-
tions are diametrically opposed. 

One approach is to make the module itself as robust as possible 
e.g. in using superior material like epoxy even though it is more 
expensive than the standard lead frame (metal). 

The other method is to rely on the card itself as a ‘big’ module. 
The concept here is to make the module thinner to allow for more 
card body material around and to compensate for the applied 
mechanical stress. Both solutions improve reliability compared 
to the older generation modules used since the 80s. Since the Cl 
module in a contactless card body “only” faces mechanical stress, 
simulations can be performed to achieve a high level of confidence 
in the module robustness and reliability required for a eID card 
with a 10-year life time.

The latest development towards even more robust Cl modules 
uses a method of multi layer sandwich providing a stiffness and 
robustness far beyond the existing technology. These modules are 
not yet commercially available, but have the potential to revolu-
tionize the use of Cl modules.

2.2  Antenna connection

The Cl functionality is realized by connecting an antenna to the 
chip module. Together with the antenna substrate this construc-
tion is called inlay. To establish the connection between module 
and antenna, different methods of mechanical connections like 
welding, soldering, thermo compression welding and conductive 
glue are used. It is important to match the antenna and connec-
tion technologies to guarantee a reliable product. The table below 
shows working and problematic combinations.

Antenna technology
Wire 

embedded
Al etched

Silk screen 
printed

C
on

n
ec

ti
on

Thermo compression  
Welding

+ + -

Soldering + + -

Glue + + +

Laser - + -

Crimp - + -

Flip Chip - + +

Construction
An example shows the importance of minor details required to create a 
reliable and long lasting solution. Imagine a different thickness of the 
connection pads of a chip module and the surrounding foil where the 
copper wire antenna is embedded on. The wire would have to make 

a step up or down to the connection pad. This little step is already a 
potential weakness that may break after additional stress in the field. 

The antenna connection is, besides the chip module and the 
antenna, the third functional part of an inlay. As already mentioned, 
most failures can be traced back to mechanical stress. Performing 
stress tests simulating a 10-year lifetime ensures the reliability of a 
chosen combination of antenna and connection technology.

Figure 2: Flip Chip schematic drawing

ISO contacts
(Cu/Ni/Coating)

Electrical chip
connection via
bumps

NCP (Non  
Conductive 
Paste)

Chip

Via
PET

substrate Hotmelt
Active

chip side

IC

Figure 3: Layer construction of an inlay

Figure 4: Close up contact pad

2.3  Optical quality

We have investigated the quality of the card construction and the 
proper choice of the foil thickness concerning robustness. For a 
government document, however, the optical requirements are also 
demanding. That means, for example, that there can be no dents or 
bumps. The objective is to produce an invisible module embedded 
in the card body. This requires a lot of experience from the card 
manufacturer. Knowledge about the shrink of foils, the thickness 
before and after lamination and the roughness of foil surfaces are 
just some of the areas influencing the cosmetic results. 

From the packaging perspective: All Cl modules use a transfer 
mold technology where the final dimensions of the encapsulation is 
defined with the mold cavity used, so there is effectively no varia-
tion. To further reduce the impact of the module, the Cl modules 
are getting thinner (250µm) and can be covered within additional 
card body material.

3.  Dual interface (DIF) cards

Dual interface modules have the benefit of both interface technolo-
gies and are able to bridge legacy contact based infrastructure to 
new, more convenient contactless systems. But they also face the 
challenges of both technologies. For example; scratches and corro-
sion on the CB part in addition to the more difficult task when 
connecting the antenna to the DIF module.

3.1  Antenna connection

The interconnection between an antenna and the Cl module already 
comes with challenges, but performing connections with a DIF 

takiNg a closer look iNside the package
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module is much more difficult. Looking at a DIF card, the antenna 
was previously embedded in the card body, whereas the module 
comes from outside with contact pads on the back of the ISO side.

For the connection, the standard milling process, forming the 
cavity for the module, adds two slightly deeper holes to access the 
embedded antenna leads. Now there are different connection tech-
nologies for the module. One applies conductive glue exactly into the 
‘antenna’ hole to establish the electrical connection and to keep the 
contact. Another method is to carefully extract some of the antenna 
wire out of the hole and solder it to the module contacts. Both technol-
ogies have their pitfalls, but experience shows that if executed prop-
erly, both technologies do work for 10-year lifetime applications. 

New form factors
Space is becoming more valuable, especially in microelectronic 
devices such as mobile phones. The recently introduced fourth 
form factor (4FF), also called nano-SIM, for the GSM phone 
market, clearly shows that trend. For the first time, card thick-
ness standards are being reduced, forcing CB modules to become 
thinner as well. Mastering this segment’s requirements was a big 
step towards new technologies that will eventually provide thinner 
CB modules for all applications.

For example, government eID applications will be able to 
make use of the new generation of thinner modules. An increasing 
number of security features like holograms, UV printed layers and 
laser engravable layers leave less space for the chip module. This 
trend affects both Cl and CB modules. The climax of such develop-
ments could be the display card, resulting in even less space for 
the chip itself. 

use cases – 10 years today and tomorrow
Today most eID cards run a single application: Identification. 
Therefore, an ID card is kept in the holder’s wallet for years with 
only little additional stress. However, the industry trend is heading 
towards multi-purpose, multi-application cards with banking, 
transport, driving license, health care, and many other traditional 
card applications combined in one card. This trend results in more 
frequent use cycles and, as a result, qualification requirements 
might need to be reconsidered. 

What could be the consequences? looking at Cl cards, there 
is no card insertion wearing. For CB and DIF cards, an increase 
in usage might, in the worst case, require new materials in order 
to cope with these extended requirements. Until now the testing 
case specifications developed by international organizations, like  
ISO/IEC, do not point in that direction. It is important, however, 
to continuously align with real world requirements. 

Compared to other applications such as transport, banking, 
and access control there is no completely new threat or new stress 
scenario to an electronic government eID document with a 10-year 
lifetime. And there are solutions addressing all the possible fore-
seen challenges. Furthermore, there are already products in the 
field with a successful 10-year durability record. Therefore, in 
using the available experience and findings, the correct technology 
choice for a governement eID card can be made, considering not 
only card and chip, but also a secure package that will reliably 
work over the complete lifetime of 10 years. 

1   Eurosmart – White paper on the Durability of Smartcards  
for Government eID, 2008

Figure 5: Principal drawing of a dual interface

Inductive coupling

A solution for the challenge mentioned above will be the new 
inductive coupling technology, where the mechanical connections 
are replaced by an inductive one. Here, a small antenna directly on 
the chip module connects to a standard size antenna in the card, 
using an electromagnetic field within the card body similar to a 
card communication to a contactless reader.

Outlook

Shrink of chip technology
The continuous shrinking of chips will generate high security 
controllers at a size of today’s memory chips. As mentioned in 
section 2.1. Chip breakage, these methods provide higher physical 
stability and robustness of the silicon chip die. The new chip tech-
nology will allow more flexibility, and enables new approaches in 
module construction. In return, this will provide more possibili-
ties to the card manufacturer. With Cl cards this can potentially 
allow for inlays using flip chip technology directly on the antenna, 
without using traditional modules. For CB cards the shrink will 
certainly be beneficial for overall robustness. The external CB 
module size however will remain at the present size, as long as 
there is no change in the ISO specification. 

Compared to other applications such as transport,  

banking, and access control there is no completely new  

threat or new stress scenario to an electronic government  

eID document with a 10-year lifetime.
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gaboN’s NatioNal biometric ideNtificatioN iNitiative

With a population of 1.5 million, the Gabonese republic is among the more prosperous nations of Sub-Saharan 
Africa. The government has devised the “Emerging Gabon” development strategy to face future challenges. The 
strategy aims to transform Gabon into a more developed country by 2025, diversifying the economy through 
industrial development, expansion of the services sector and green growth.

The solution

Following an invitation to tender launched in December 2011, the 
Ministry of the Interior turned to Gemalto’s extensive experience 
in citizen enrollment and issuance for deployment of a comprehen-
sive solution encompassing Coesys biometric citizen enrollment 
and eID document issuance solutions.

The Gemalto end-to-end solution comprises Coesys desktop 
and mobile enrollment stations pre-installed with software to 
capture citizens’ demographic data, fingerprints and digital photo-
graphs. The solution features an Automated Biometric Identifica-
tion System (ABIS) linked to the registry fingerprint. Its matching 
capability guarantees the uniqueness of each entry.

Gemalto is also providing its issuance solution to enable the 
Gabonese government to personalize future official documents. 
Law enforcement officials will be equipped with Coesys Mobile 
eVerification terminals to check documents and verify identities 
in the field. Full training services, technical assistance and main-
tenance are also being provided. To maintain a local presence 
throughout the project, Gemalto additionally opened an office in 
Gabon in 2011. 

 Building the new foundation of  
Gabonese citizenship

Within the framework of this ambitious development, the Ministry 
of the Interior has made digital civil registry, improved electoral 
register accuracy and enhanced-security ID documents key 
priorities. These projects are seen as a matter of sovereignty and 
national security for the Gabonese republic and a new founda-
tion for Gabonese citizenship. Achieving these goals will allow the 
country to pave the way for digital development in line with the 
three-year “Digital Gabon” plan, which forms part of the Emerging 
Gabon strategy.

Key challenges

Gabon’s Ministry of the Interior has launched a biometric iden-
tification program in coordination with Agence Nationale des 
Infrastructures Numériques et des Fréquences (ANINF) known as 
Identification Biométrique Officielle au Gabon, or IBOGA. It aims 
to build a reliable national biometric civil registery to replace paper 
identification with electronic documents and generate a secure 
electoral register ahead of the local 2013 elections. The biometric 
database will serve as a master registry to issue all citizen ID, 
including birth certificates, national identity cards, passports and 
driver’s licenses. Tamper-proof biometric authentication will be 
instrumental to preventing fraud.

First major implementation slated  
for 2013 elections

Discussions of the introduction of biometrics into the electoral 
system in Gabon date back to 2005. Mindful of his commitment to 
the principles of good governance, President Ali Bongo Ondimba 
held two meetings with political leaders in April and May 2011. 
The political leadership agreed on the need to introduce biomet-
rics into the electoral system, broadening the scope to all forms 
of citizen identification. The 2013 local elections will be the first 
illustration of this initiative.

Gabon’s national  
biometric identification  
initiative

By Stefane Mouille, Gemalto
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Benefits
Prior to the launch of IBOGA, citizen identification in Gabon 
was paper-based and prone to fraud. The government’s new, 
secure electronic national registry and tamper-proof biometric 
identification will play a decisive role ensuring better gover-
nance and administrative efficiency.

Ease of issuance for officials
Deployment of enrollment equipment and a register manage-
ment system will take place nationwide at dedicated centers, 
with on-site management in maternity wards to improve the 
rate of birth registration.

Flexibility for citizen end-users
Because not all citizens require the same travel and ID documents, 
issuance will be need-based, from birth certificates to national 
identity cards, resident cards, passports and voting cards.

a more secure guarantee of voter identity 
The new electronic voter list will form a basis of identification 
through the establishment of a secure master registry, with a 
single, unique identification number for each citizen.

Modernization in line with Digital Gabon 
True to the government’s vision of building a foundation for 
eGovernment services, a national center will be established to 
consolidate electronic records and oversee issuance of secure 
new identity documents meeting international standards.

a foundation for future eGovernment applications 
Simultaneous set-up of a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) will 
establish a trusted backbone for integration of the national 
biometric ID program into future eGovernment services.

Return on investment for government spending 
Use of a single, unique identification number to issue all citizen 
ID reduces costs by eliminating redundant or unnecessary 
processes. The solution’s biometric authentication will also 
save national resources by preventing the abuse of government 
benefits programs.
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how secure is your chip?

How secure is your chip?
By Dr. Peter Laackmann and Marcus Janke, Infineon Technologies

During the last 30 years of security controller development, a vast variety of security features have been 
developed and tested – but many of them have also been successfully attacked. Concepts and designs, if they do 
not originate from a comprehensive security philosophy, may come with a surprisingly short security lifetime. 
For a customer, choosing the right chip primarily means that the underlying security concept, derived from a 
specific philosophy, should be surveyed before deciding to use such a product in a specific application.

 Although today all major chip manufacturers have the possi-
bility to access modern attack technology, older security technolo-
gies are still utilized. Such practice may include bearing the risk 
that these products would not meet the requirements of today, 
thereby risking security failure in the field. 

In this article, we have analyzed in detail some of the most 
important factors for microcontroller security and will explain the  
history of protection measures and their remaining efficiency today. 

Attackers and their goals 

In their typical applications, security controllers are utilized for two 
main reasons: First, secrets like personal keys, data and creden-
tials have to be stored in a way that they are protected from illegal 
access. In addition, secure storage alone is not enough for effec-
tively protecting secrets. Security controllers, therefore, are also  
designed to provide a way of securely processing such information. 

Attackers, on the other hand, try to extract the valuable infor-
mation inside the chip. If the information is extracted, an attacker 
may use that data in order to generate ‘emulators’, which behave 
like the original, allowing access, identification or illegal payment. 

Also, manipulation of data inside the chip is often seen as an 
important goal for attackers, e.g. in order to change the amount of 
money stored in a debit card or to change the person’s data in an 
ID card in order to forge a passport or an access card. 

The attackers’ efforts and equipment may range from amateur 
gear to professional devices. Amounts of several hundred thousands 
of dollars to even millions, spent for attacking security controllers 
are realistic in the top range. Therefore, security controllers should 
be up to date in terms of security philosophy, concept strategy and 
countermeasures for efficiently keeping up with modern attacks.

Memory and data path security

Typical security controllers may include FlASH/EEPrOM/rOM 
(non-volatile) and rAM/CACHE (volatile) memory. These memory 
components and the CPU are connected through the ‘bus’, trans-
porting addresses and data to and from the memory. More than 
twenty years ago, it was already seen as daily work for attackers to 
reverse engineer and thereby read out the contents of unencrypted 
memory content from smartcards. The target of these attacks is to 
get hold of the secret program code and individual data of a security  

chip. Today, it is common sense that the memory contents of a 
security controller have to be protected against snooping. In the 
beginnings, it was tried to hide information from attackers by using 
‘implantation rOM’, which does not use visible metal connections 
for information coding, by implantation of ions into the silicon 
substrate of the chip. But, not surprisingly, soon the attackers 

found out that special etching procedures, called ‘decoration’, 
would again yield a good visibility of the memory contents. So the 
industry, again twenty years ago, moved towards integral security 
measures and one of the first countermeasures was to scramble 
the memory addresses. Again, the attackers learned how to break 
this simple obfuscation, by applying computer programs to reas-
semble the cleartext from a scrambled memory dump. Therefore, 
during the last ten years, simple scrambling of addresses has been 
extensively replaced by real memory encryption, building an effec-
tive barrier against reverse engineering efforts. 

Furthermore, manipulation and fault attacks, which can be 
used to influence the behavior of a chip, have to be taken into 
account. The memory systems, including the correspondent bus 
structures, are a valuable target for attackers – if not efficiently 
protected. A successful fault attack could compromise secret keys, 
dump secured data, circumvent a password or PIN entry or even 
grant programming access to the chip.

One of the very first protection methods, which may even be 
used today for low-end security products, is the implementation of 
so-called ‘parity bits’ or ‘parity protection’. Using a ‘parity’ means 
that for each memory content part, for example one byte, an addi-
tional bit is stored that may be used to check if the sum of bits in a 
memory word, e.g. are even or odd. It is needless to say that for a 
vast amount of attacks, the protection level of such parities would 
be very low – in a typical simple amateur attack experiment, the 
amount of bits that are manipulated is random, and the probability 
of a successful ‘parity protection’ event would therefore just reach 
about 50 percent. In other words, half of the attacks would then be 
successful. In fact, few people would accept that as a security barrier.  
Concurrent systems, trying to detect forbidden states like ‘all-zero’ 
or ‘all-one’, also drastically showed their limitations, as attack 
methodologies moved to more localized scenarios from 1990. 

Other well-known ways of protecting memory contents from 
being altered by attackers include mechanisms for secured fetching 
that are supported by hardware. Secured fetching is a general term, 

Manipulation of data inside the chip is often seen as an  

important goal for attackers, e.g. in order to change the 

amount of money stored in a debit card or to change the  

person’s data in an ID card in order to forge a passport.

Figure 1: Circumventing laser detectors with ionizing radiation
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typically meaning that the memory contents, as delivered to the 
CPU, are checked for integrity, at least during their delivery – that 
means before they are processed. As the design implementation 
possibilities are manifold for such measures, the customer should 
ask for actual effectiveness against attacks as well as for perform-
ance penalties, if such features are still used. Of course, it should 
be avoided that performance has to be traded for security or vice 
versa. Secured fetching alone may be useless in specific attacks, if 
only the delivery to the CPU, but not the processing inside the CPU 
itself would be protected.

Therefore, new methodologies had to be developed and inte-
grated by the chip manufacturers. Due to security reasons, parities 
were often dumped completely. Today, mathematical error detec-
tion codes are utilized for high-security chips, typically allowing 
not only error detection of one-bit or more-bit errors, but also 
error-correction capabilities as by-product. 

CPU security

Once a memory system is efficiently protected, attackers soon turn 
to other areas of interest in order to get hold of the valuable data 
and code stored in a chip, following the data path including the 
CPU itself. In a typical CPU, the attacker could not only find clear-
text during processing, but he could also find excellent opportuni-
ties to induce faults during operation, which again could be used 
for compromising secret keys or manipulate the software execution 
at will. Early ways of protecting the CPU included external sensors 
that surveyed the environmental conditions, like voltage, light, or 
temperature. Unfortunately, most of these sensors usually work 
to the extent of their localized distribution on the chip. A local-
ized attack on the CPU itself, for example by using lasers, alpha 
radiation, TIVA (thermally induced voltage alteration) or direct 
physical forcing attacks like FIB manipulation, „Nanowhisker-“ 
or AFM needle signal forcing, would therefore still be possible. 
Today, attacks against the CPU itself are very common, not only in 
certification, but also in the field.

The first solutions to improve CPU security implied the use of 
parity bits, like already used in the very beginning for protection 
of memory systems. As parity bits in CPU registers are quite easy 
to implement, manufacturers do not need to design a security CPU 
from scratch – but often, such short-term advantages have to be 
paid for by strong disadvantages in security performance. As with 
the memory systems, one can easily understand that parity protec-
tion in the CPU unfortunately comes with very strong limitations 
in detecting erroneous patterns. Therefore, soon after the design of 
parity-protected CPUs it was clear that a better way of protecting 
the heart of the chip itself was desperately needed.

A solution that is often found today is the use of code- and/
or data-signatures. These signatures are typically created while 
compiling the code or generating data, and then stored together 
with code and data in the memory. During processing, the signa-
tures of the running software are generated in hardware, and 
meanwhile checked with the reference values stored in the memory. 
If the values do not fit, an error is indicated and an alarm could 
be issued, stopping further processing. Code and data signing 
shows its strengths especially in so-called “linear” parts of the 
software code, where no or few branches to other code segments 
are present. Unfortunately, in many cases, exactly the software 
parts with a high number of branches pose the most important 
targets for attackers, trying to influence the branching behavior. 
Nevertheless, code and data signing is still seen as an interesting 
way to protect mid-range security devices at least.

A rather simple way of trying to counteract CPU fault attacks 
was to perform each operation just twice, sequentially. If one of the 
operations would fail, the hope was that the second could be used 
to compare the results and state an alarm in case they would not 

match. Besides hard penalties for the performance, which could 
be decreased to its half, this method bears the disadvantage that 
an attacker could try to circumvent the protection by applying a 
fault attack just twice, too. Today, so-called “multi-fault attacks” 
are commonly found in the field, and their relevance in evaluation 
and certification rises, subsequently.

For some years, it has been recognized that for achieving 
true CPU protection, one CPU alone would not be sufficient, as it 
cannot check its own decisions to an extent to efficiently encounter 
modern attack methodologies. State-of-the-art countermeasures 
therefore include the use of a closely-interdenticulated dual CPU 
core, in which the two CPUs constantly check each other’s proper 
operations and conditions. If the CPUs allow encrypted calcula-
tion, it is even possible to use different dynamic keys for the two 
CPUs, further drastically increasing the barrier against so-called 
multiple fault attacks, using multiple-time and multiple-area 
fault induction approaches. In contrast, typical sequential solu-
tions, which mean utilizing redundancy in the time scale, are 
expected to fatally succumb to such advanced attacks, especially 
as appropriate attack equipment components are already available 
today. Modern fault induction equipment is easily capable of going 
beyond the time scale of microcontroller instructions and clock 
cycles, so that the time scale is dissolved and security redundancy 
in time thus crumbles.

Furthermore, the CPU has to be protected against “snooping” 
attacks. Interestingly, during nearly three decades of security 

controller and smart card engineering, CPUs were operating 
in cleartext. This means that an attacker, who was able to listen 
on the CPU internals, was also able to reveal the cleartext data 
processed therein. Early countermeasures included adding several 
metal layers that tried to protect the valuable signals from being 
probed. later, full-scale chip covering shields were developed, 
some of which had active self-test capabilities or dynamic random 
number feeding for checking the shield integrity. 

Today, using modern methods like FIB (Focused Ion Beam) chip 
micro-surgery, attackers show that such measures have only limited 
effectiveness. Furthermore, there are attack methods to listen to a 
cleartext-operating CPU that do not need physical manipulation 
any more, like the long-known, yet re-discovered ‘Optical Emission 
Analysis’. Here, the fact that a silicon transistor will emit a very 
small amount of light while operating. It could be shown that the 
contents of registers, using this method, could be read.

Again, the definitive need for CPU security improvements 
could be foreseen some years ago. Today’s state-of-the-art coun-
termeasure implies the use of dynamically encrypted calculation 
in the CPU itself, so that the attacker would only yield encrypted 
data. This method demands a CPU design nearly from scratch, so 
development is not as easy as the adaptation of an off-the-shelf 
CPU design. The efforts, on the other hand, quickly turned out as 
a major advantage in contrast to conventional approaches.

Physical attack protection

According to their relevance, signals running on a silicon chip 
may be of high interest for an attacker. In the eighties, the early 
days of security controller engineering, attackers already used 
fine needles to probe and force signals on the chips. Over the 
years, the attack methodologies were strengthened, and today 
probing and forcing of signals can be done by microsurgery on 
the chip itself, usually by utilizing a FIB (Focused Ion Beam) 
workstation. In the amateur version of probing/forcing attacks, 
AFM (Atomic Force Microscopy) probes, or nano-needles made 
by computer-controlled electrochemical etching of tungsten 
wires are utilized. 

If the typically most valuable signals – the CPU contents – are 
not encrypted, then a high effort has to be spent for protecting 
the cleartext lines. In the past, this was approached by utilizing 
synthesized logic, or by hiding security relevant signal lines 
under a variety of other signals, that are non-critical. All historic 
approaches had advantages and disadvantages, which had to be 
balanced for each chip family and application. Custom-built design 
blocks on the chips could be identified more easily than synthe-
sized logic; the latter being an easy subject of automated reverse 
engineering tools, though.

For nearly two decades, so-called ‘shielding’ played a major 
role in protecting critical signals. In its simplest form, more 
metal layers were utilized for designing a chip. The target was to 
hinder an attacker, using amateur equipment, to reach chip signals 
with critical cleartext data. In the 90’s, active shields became 
common, covering the complete chip surface, thereby hindering Figure 2: Physical attack targeting an unencrypted CPU

A successful fault attack could compromise secret keys,  

dump secured data, circumvent a password or PIN entry  

or even grant programming access to the chip.

As the design implementation possibilities are manifold for 

such measures, the customer should ask for actual effective-

ness against attacks as well as for performance penalties.

how secure is your chip?
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visible access and physical attacks. The re-wiring of chip signals, 
including shielding lines, was taken into account, but rated as 
highly complex in those days.

Today, modern computerized equipment and the possibility of 
easy access thereto are widely recognized as a threat against many 
commercial products. Shielding is still applied for products using 
cleartext-operating CPUs – in this case, active shielding is still used, 
security optimized wiring or a combination. A state-of-the-art coun-
termeasure is the use of encryption techniques in the CPU itself, so 
that cleartext is replaced by dynamically encrypted signals.

Side channel protection

The useable area of side-channel attacks is nearly unlimited. long 
before the first security controller had been developed, electrical 
side channel attacks were applied to communication devices. 
Techniques, like those originally used against encrypted teletype 
devices in the 1960’s, were later transferred to the world of secu-
rity microcontrollers and smart cards. Today, a vast arsenal of 

side-channel attacks, from power analysis (SPA, DPA, PEA, 
Template Attacks) and electromagnetic analysis (EMA, DEMA), 
to optical emission analysis are available and can be combined 
with other attack methods for optimal results.

First side channel attacks were encountered by applying 
noise to the output signal of a chip, e.g. by use of random power 
consumption generators. Countermeasures were also achieved 
by counteracting the chip behavior, e.g. by employing Dual-rail 
logic, minimizing the generation of side-channel information. 
Today, usually methods are used that combine hardened crypto-
coprocessors with certified crypto libraries. One of the latest 
methods is the use of internally encrypted signals in the crypto-
coprocessors themselves. 

Figure 3: Overview of some of the most important protection methods and their recommended use for different application requirements. 

Today, usually methods are used that combine hardened 

crypto-coprocessors with certified crypto libraries. One of  

the latest methods is the use of internally encrypted signals  

in the crypto-coprocessors themselves.
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channel analyses date back to the 1960s, when the electromagnetic 
radiation of computing appliances was exploited to recover infor-
mation beyond the data delivered over dedicated communication 
channels. Since the 1990s, a worldwide research direction started 
to form and we currently count more than 700 attacks that either 
exploit passive side-channels or exploit actively induced errors 
into devices that perform computations.

Progress in side-channel analysis  
and protection

Different cryptographic algorithms and protocols pose different 
premises to attacks. Most of the side-channel attacks use statis-
tical tools to attack a cryptographic algorithm. The progress in 
side-channel analysis concerns different aspects. One example is 
the use of more sophisticated statistical tools in order to exploit 
even little information leakage. Another example is the progress 
in laboratory equipment such as the use of high-resolution electro-
magnetic probes or precise laser equipment.

Protection against side-channel attacks requires a bundle of 
countermeasures. Such countermeasures may be implemented on 
different levels of abstractions. Several countermeasures employ 
rather simple concepts, e.g., noise generators, and only serve to 
decrease the signal-to-noise ratio of the leaked information. Other 
cryptographic algorithms allow sophisticated countermeasures on 

stayiNg oNe step ahead of smart card attacks

Staying one  
step ahead of smart  
card attacks

By Johann Heyszl and Dominik Merli, Fraunhofer AISEC Institution

In many applications of everyday use, we rely on 
information security, which is increasingly established 
through the use of dedicated security chips, e.g. secure 
smartcard controllers. The authenticity of documents 
like electronic ID cards, passports, or electronic 
credit cards relies on security provided through their 
incorporated strong cryptographic algorithms and 
tamper-proof storage of confidential information. Since 
the physical implementation security of cryptographic 
algorithms increasingly gains interest of adversaries, 
it is becoming as important as their mathematical 
security. We must expect that adversaries get secure 
smartcard controllers into their hands and spend 
significant efforts to break them.

reduces the risk of products getting into the market without appro-
priate countermeasures. In our well-equipped laboratory and 
research facility, we contribute to the advance of the physical secu-
rity of cryptographic implementations. We develop new methods 
of side-channel analysis and corresponding countermeasures 
and apply state-of-the-art know-how to new applications. Every 
countermeasure increases the effort an adversary would have to 
undertake in order to break the device. Additionally, many coun-
termeasures co-operate to jointly increase the security level.

In our laboratory, we analyze prototypical implementations 
of cryptographic algorithms focusing on specific aspects and also 
assess the security of devices which incorporate various coun-
termeasures at the same time. The concentration on individual 

a mathematical or algorithmic level. The selection of a mixture of 
countermeasures is a demanding challenge due to the fact that a 
multitude of requirements, like for instance the additional imple-
mentation complexity, have to be kept. However, the most chal-
lenging requirement is protecting smartcards from new attacks, 

which may be invented after they have been released into the field. 
ID documents can require a lifetime of 10 to 15 years. This forces 
smartcard manufacturers to forecast attacks and implement coun-
termeasures even before new attacks become publicly known.

Fraunhofer AISEC hardware test laboratory

In order to identify new attack potentials, it is of utmost value to 
continuously conduct research regarding side-channel attacks and 
countermeasures or cooperate with specialized research organiza-
tions. With young creative heads working in Fraunhofer AISEC’s 
research labs, new attacks and protection ideas are created and 
communicated to industry partners as soon as elaborated. This 

Since the physical implementation security of cryptographic 

algorithms increasingly gains interest of adversaries, it is 

becoming as important as their mathematical security.

 One important part in the area of physical implementation 
security is passive side-channel analysis. In side-channel analysis, 
an adversary gathers information about the secret key used in an 
implementation of a cryptographic algorithm by observing infor-
mation such as the power consumption during the computation or 
the computation timing. The most powerful passive side-channel 
attack is differential power analysis, which was published in 1999 
by Kocher et al. However, the first reported cases of such side- Figure 1: A 3x4 mm FPGA
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Fraunhofer aISeC supports firms from all industries and 
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The security test labs are equipped with state-of-the-art 
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aspects allows precise statements about the contribution of a single 
countermeasure or method to the overall protection level. 

The following sections present two examples of our contribu-
tion to the progress in physical implementation security of secure 
devices such as smartcard controllers.

localized EM analysis

Improved measurement equipment in side-channel laboratories can, 
in some cases, lead to the exploitation of information leakage, which 
has been regarded as non-existent previously. In our laboratory, we 
employ a high-resolution probe for electromagnetic radiation with a 
coil diameter of 150 µm. The resolution is approximately 100 µm.

We employed this high-resolution measurement equipment to 
analyze an FPGA-based implementation of elliptic curve cryptog-
raphy in our laboratory. The electromagnetic probe is positioned 
close to the surface of the integrated circuit which requires a prior 
de-packaging.

Algorithms which are used in asymmetric cryptography often 
operate in a loop where the operations of one loop iteration have 
a constant timing, however, the usage of variables depends on 
bit-wise processed secret bits. We observed that it is feasible to 
distinguish sets of registers, which an algorithm is using based on 
the electromagnetic radiation. Figure 1 depicts a photograph of the 
3x4 mm FPGA. It is overlaid with the analysis results showing the 
areas on the surface of the integrated circuit where this location-
based information is leaking. 

As a conclusion, we recommend to mask, or randomize the 
physical storage location for variables whose use depends on the 
secret key.

trace vector

main loop of the algorithm

. . . .

. . . .

. . . .

loop iterations

cut-out sub-vectors

At AISEC, we investigated the behavior of PUFs based on ring 
oscillators implemented on an FPGA before and after de-packaging 
it. We found that their responses changed only slightly after removing 
the plastic package and the copper plate beneath the FPGA die. This 
example shows that PUFs exclusively based on silicon structures may 
not guarantee tamper protection for a chip’s package.

In a further experiment, we were able to reconstruct the char-
acteristic frequencies of all used ring oscillators by measuring the 
electro-magnetic radiation over the surface of an FPGA. Based 
on our findings, we developed an efficient implementation that is 
protected against this vulnerability.

Additionally, we are analyzing the side-channel vulnerabilities 
of post-processing modules, e.g., for PUF-based key reconstruc-
tion, to support industrial and academic partners in building 
hardened security systems based on PUFs. 

Security analysis of Physical  
Unclonable Functions

Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) are functions mapping chal-
lenges to responses by exploiting unique physical structures influ-
enced by manufacturing variations. This technology can be used 
to achieve secure storage of confidential key material and tamper 
protection. However, PUFs are not per se immune against side-
channel attacks and not all of them provide tamper resistance.

The concentration on individual aspects allows precise  

statements about the contribution of a single countermea-

sure or method to the overall protection level.
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Gemalto delivers election enrolment  
solution to Burkina Faso 

Gemalto is providing CENI, the Independent National Electoral 
Commission in charge of the project, with thousands of Coesys mo-
bile enrolment stations across the country to build up a trusted and  
secure voter registry. The solution will help CENI achieve their 
goal to more than double the number of registered voters in 2012.

 Gemalto’s Coesys mobile enrolment station is an all-in-one 
integrated, portable registration solution that captures citizens’ 
demographic data, digital photograph, fingerprints and signature 
in a robust and easy-to-transport field-case. 

This complete and fully operational system incorporates 
all devices and resources necessary for mobile registration 
campaigns, including the fingerprint scanner and associated 
software. 

This solution allows for decentralized enrolment service and 
makes it convenient for authorities to reach out to large numbers 
of citizens very quickly, avoiding the need to travel long distances 
to enroll. 

The solution integrates an AFIS fingerprint matching capa-
bility, which guarantees the identity’s uniqueness of each entry 
on the voter registry. The contract also includes the training of 
instructors to enable some 7,000 officers to perform the enrol-
ment process using the mobile station.

Identive readers support cyber security  
solutions of U.S. government agency 

Identive Group, Inc. announced it is providing 266,000 smart card 
readers to a U.S. government agency for secure authentication 
and email encryption. The SCR3310/v2 readers fit easily into the 
USB port of a PC and allow government employees to quickly and 
securely log on to the agency’s computer network.

“Cyber security is receiving an increasing amount of focus 
across industries and among consumers as well. Using smart 
cards to validate user identities is an important step in protecting 
the data on a computer and the assets in a network. U.S. govern-
ment agencies are ahead of the curve in adopting smart card-
based security and have a clear understanding of the benefits,” 
explained Dr. Manfred Mueller, COO Identification Products 
for Identive. “For this agency, the product delivery schedule 
was quite aggressive and Identive was the only supplier capable 
of delivering the required volumes in a short time. Once again 
we have demonstrated why Identive is recognized as a trusted 
supplier to the U.S. government market.”

Identive’s SCr3310/v2 USB smart card readers are compact, 
ergonomic and compliant with all relevant technology and 
industry application standards, making them ideally suited for 
a variety of government and consumer applications, including 
electronic ID, social security and eGovernment as well as loyalty 
programs, e-Couponing, e-Banking, online shopping and gaming 
activities.

Cognitec launches analytics product based on face recognition technology 

The highly advanced version of Cognitec Systems’ video screening product FaceVACS-VideoScan now employs leading-edge face detection 
technology to analyze the count, flow, demographics and behavior of people visible in video streams. 

Surpassing traditional video surveillance systems, FaceVACS-VideoScan detects and extracts people’s faces in live video streams or 
video footage and uses anonymous facial analysis to count individuals, generate demographical information, track people movement 
in time and space, detect frequent visitors and crowds, and much more. 

For example, operators can receive an alarm if too many people gather in a specific area and measure waiting times to direct traffic. 
The analysis of traffic patterns and demographical statistics can provide businesses with precise visitor data to make interior design, 
advertising placement, staffing and other operational decisions. Since the technology can analyze a face for gender, age and ethnicity 
as people approach a camera, it can trigger the display of a targeted message on a digital sign or other advertising/message devices.

The product also applies Cognitec’s premier face recognition technology to compare faces to image databases and instantly find 
known individuals. Businesses and organizations can detect and prevent unwanted behavior in much faster and more efficient ways, 
as operators can track individuals online, or receive alerts on mobile devices to act within the immediate vicinity of a suspect.

On the other hand, FaceVACS-VideoScan can identify authorized individuals or high-ranking customers in real time. Positive 
authentication can prompt access to restricted areas or alert personnel to provide special treatment.

Precise Biometrics launches mobile  
security solution ‘Tactivo’ 

Apple has certified Precise Biometrics’ product for mobile security 
for smartphones and tablets, Tactivo. The first delivery of Tactivo 
for iPhone has already arrived from the company’s new produc-
tion partner, Flextronics, in the United States. Tactivo is a smart 
casing for tablets and smartphones that includes an embedded 
fingerprint and smart card reader. Together with different types 
of apps, Tactivo enables government agencies and companies to 
maintain a high level of security when employees use mobile units 
to access sensitive information.

Tactivo offers a unique enhancement of the security features 
already available in iPhone and iPad devices. There is substantial 
interest from government agencies, enterprises and healthcare 
customers worldwide to use iPhone and iPad devices to access and 
share data more securely outside of a traditional office setting. 

Precise Biometrics is experiencing this global trend toward 
increased productivity via the level of interest that Tactivo has 
already attracted from these segments. Precise Biometrics’ own 
app, BioSecrets, is available in Apple’s App Store. Together with 
Tactivo, this app enables passwords and other sensitive informa-
tion to be safely stored in iPhone 4S and iPhone 4. New apps, 
developed both in-house and by partners, will be launched at 
regular intervals over the near future.

HJP manages successful Regula ePassport system certification 

The Regula e-passport inspection system received a certification from the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) for being 
compliant to Extended Access Control 2 (EAC2) test standards. The inspection system ‘regula series 7024’ manufactured by latvia based 
Regula Baltija Ltd. is the first inspection system to receive the conformity certificate [BSI-K-TR-0126-2012] for both EAC1 and EAC2. 
regula passed all test cases for e-passports and e-IDs successfully. 

In addition to the testing procedures for e-passports and eID cards secured by BAC (Basic Access Control), EAC (Extended Access 
Control) and PACE (Password Authenticated Connection Establishment), the evaluation also includes testing the conformance with the 
ISO 7816 standard for the communication protocol and the proper processing of the data read from the eID document.

HJP Consulting partners with TÜV IT, the test laboratory, accredited by the German BSI for conformity testing of e-IDs, e-passports 
and respective inspection systems to provide manufacturers an effective test and certification process. In order to ensure that the device 
the device passes the official conformity testing phase at an accredited test laboratory, HJP test engineers perform a pre-test at HJP 
premises. Using HJP’s own conformity test tool GlobalTester, all tests according to BSI Tr-03105 part 5.1 and part 5.2 have been tested. 
The certificate [BSI-K-TR-0126-2012] has been published on the BSI website.

Atos secures £70 million extension  
to Welsh government contract 

Atos announced the extension of its long-standing relationship with 
the Welsh government to provide Information and Communications 
Technologies (ICT) services. The contract extension, worth approxi-
mately £70 million over five years, will mean that Atos will continue 
to provide ICT services to the Welsh government until 2019.

Atos has worked with the Welsh government since devolution 
in 1998 supporting the key priorities, delivering better value and 
enhanced service quality to the government and people of Wales.

Atos manages a “multi source” environment including a number 
of ICT providers to provide the flexibility to progress the Welsh 
Government’s ICT strategy and effectively meet future technological 
developments. Commenting on the continued partnership, Ursula 
Morgenstern, Atos CEO, UK and Ireland said: “We are immensely 
pleased that the Welsh government has decided to continue to place 
their trust in us and extend our relationship. We are proud to act as 
strategic partners and look forward to continuing to deliver excel-
lent service to the Government and people of Wales.”

Speaking for the Welsh government, Dame Gillian Morgan, 
Permanent Secretary, said: “As well as securing value for money 
and the services we need for Welsh government, we were particu-
larly keen to ensure that we didn’t jeopardise the potential for 
longer term developments that could provide benefits across the 
public sector. We believe this option gives us the value, service and 
flexibility we were looking for.”
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Infineon & Gemalto ink multi-year  
contract for U.S. ePassport solutions 

Silicon Trust Executive Board Members Infineon Technologies and 
Gemalto announced the five-year contract win from the Government 
Printing Office (GPO) to deliver security chip technology and ICAO 
compliant electronic eCovers and secure pre-personalization services. 
GPO will supply the complete electronic passport book and related 
services to The Department of State for issuance to U.S. citizens. Both 
companies have been primary suppliers to GPO since inception of  
the Electronic Passport, which began deployment in 2005. 

According to the Gemalto announcement, during this new 
contract assessment phase, the Gemalto SealysTM solution was thor-
oughly evaluated and confirmed to meet the agency requirements 
for privacy protection, production yield, durability and communica-
tions performance. Since 2005, GPO has produced more than 80 
million passports containing secure electronic devices. “ePassports 
provide effective, efficient and rapid passage through border control 
points, addressing two major concerns for the Department of State: 
ease of use and, above all, security,” said Neville Pattinson, senior 
vice president, Gemalto North America. “This new contract award 
reinforces Gemalto’s position as the number one identity solutions 
provider for the U.S. Federal Government, securing the identities of 
U.S. citizens and government employees.”

Gemalto secures eGovernment services for Oman

Gemalto has been appointed by Oman Information Technology Authority (ITA) as prime contractor to secure the country’s eGovernment 
services. The full solution encompasses strong authentication and digital signature using the eID card, as well as mobile authentication 
using a mobile handset. This will allow citizens and residents of Oman to securely access eGovernment services, with the authentication 
method that best suits their lifestyles. Acting as a turn-key solution provider, Gemalto is delivering the complete Coesys eGov2.0 software 
together with the associated services including training, support and maintenance. The solution will establish an infrastructure of trust 
with its citizens to expand the country’s online government services offer and enhance the user experience. Omanis can securely carry out 
administrative procedures online and digitally sign official documents and electronic forms without the need to physically visit govern-
ment offices. The solution doesn’t require any additional software installation from the end user and works on any personal computer.

HID Global moves concept-to-delivery programs to the forefront 

HID Global provided its perspective on some of the key trends likely to impact government identity programs over the next five years. 
The overarching drivers are the dramatic shift from traditional national identity documents to eIDs, and the growing requirement to 
defend against mass counterfeiting and tampering attempts while assuring privacy, efficiency and ease of authentication. By 2015, 85% 
of all credentials issued annually will be eIDs, and countries issuing eIDs will exceed those still using traditional IDs by four to one, 
according to a recent report by Acuity Market Intelligence. These statistics underscore HID Global’s own findings based on over 20 
years’ experience in major government-to-citizen ID projects, including 28 e-passport and 49 eID programs that range from national, 
foreign resident and worker ID to healthcare and vehicle registration programs.

 HID Global is experiencing accelerated demand for highly secure and layered, hybrid solutions such as the German National Iden-
tity card and the multi-tasking Carabinieri card used by Italy’s national police force. These solutions perform multiple tasks including 
access control, proof of identity, healthcare and tax ID, and government fee payments. Multi-functional credentials also leverage a 
combination of different technologies including contact or contactless chips, rFID antennae, biometrics and optically variable devices 
to deliver the requisite levels of functionality and security.

 The pragmatics of everyday usage continue to shape national eID programs. Approximately 90% of all ID cards worldwide are 
checked by the human eye rather than electronic readers, which are deployed in only a fraction of all inspection points. Visual security 
therefore remains an essential element for valid authentication.The next five years will see a new focus on industry best practices, 
as exemplified by programs such as the award-winning new generation U.S. Green Card. A hybrid card featuring RFID antennae to 
accelerate border crossings, Optical Security Media providing the world’s most visual security features to accommodate real world 
inspection scenarios, and highly secure issuance and authentication systems, its digital security has never been compromised.

‘New P@ss’ project investigates chip security for mobile eID applications 

Infineon Technologies and NXP Semiconductors Germany GmbH, both manufacturers of security ICs, as well as the specialist for 
secure chip card systems Giesecke & Devrient (G&D), are investigating how future generations of electronic identification documents 
can be made more secure and efficient. The three companies form the German consortium of the “New P@ss” research project funded 
by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), in which a total of 15 companies from five EU countries are taking part. 

Nanoelectronics and information technology are focus areas supported by BMBF within the New P@ss research project. The objective 
is to create data structures and new security chip architectures for modern electronic identification documents. In the future, these should 
facilitate the secure administration of electronic data in such documents, including the updating of personal details as well as the storage of 
additional information such as arrival and departure data. Another focus area of the research in the NewP@ss project is the secure use of 
digital ID documents in mobile applications for smart phones and tablet computers. The research will consider open architectures such as 
Android, but also Windows Phone and iOS. The objective is to test new mechanisms for secure eGovernment transactions, for example on 
the basis of a standardized security platform (Trusted Execution Environments). The primary focus is on contactless communication with 
a Secure Element, the mobile authentication of the user, as well as secure and confidential input and output and storage of user data.

The New P@ss research project is part of the European EUrEKA cluster CATrENE. It began on May 1, 2012 and is expected 
to end in April 2015. The total volume of the project is about Euro 30 million. Half of this amount will be provided by the business 
and industry partners, and the other half will be funded by the national governments. The German share amounts to about Euro 8.7 
million. The BMBF has funded about Euro 4 million and is one of the most important sponsors in the area of the German government’s 
high-tech strategy in the IKT 2020 support program.

charismathics inks 5-year software contract with the US government

charismathics has been awarded a 5-year supply contract for PKI middleware in the US defense sector. The Defense Manpower Data 
Center (DMDC) tendered for the ongoing supply of PKI software and hardware components in 2011, and has awarded charismathics 
to supply the next generation PKI clients for military personnel and contractors using smart card technology for user authentication 
and email security.

The US government is one of the largest issuers of smart cards around the world. For more than a decade, almost 20 million smart 
cards have been issued not only in the defense sector, but throughout the whole government department and associated agencies. 
Within that Identity Management scheme, the military played a lead role, implementing the so-called “Common Access Cards” (CAC) 
more than 10 years ago. With evolving standards and demands, the scheme grew to a complex and worlwide IT infrastructure, that 
even created a new smart card standard within the United States, the “Peronal Information Verification” (PIV), implemented within 
the Homeland Security Presidential Directive 12 as FIPS 201 standard. charismathics complies with this standard since 2009, and is 
listed as approved supplier on the list of GSA approved vendors.

charismathic’s products were chosen to supply the PIV version of the charismathics smart security interface (CSSI PIV) to the 
Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC), serving the Secretary of Defense to collate personnel, manpower, training, financial, and 
other data for the Department of Defense. The contract has been granted until the end of 2016.

New Malaysian ID card secured by Infineon

Infineon Technologies is supplying the security chips for Malaysia’s 
new national electronic identity cards. Popularly known as ‘MyKad’, 
the new generation smart card features Infineon’s SLE 78 security 
controller with Infineon’s award-winning ‘Integrity Guard’ security 
technology. MyKad is a multi-application national electronic iden-
tity card, including biometric identification, which will allow the 
implementation of numerous additional functions such as Driving 
license, Health, ATM, eSignature and eGovernment services. In  
the past years, Malaysia issued approximately two million new  
identity cards each year. The utilized Infineon SOlID FlASH 
product combines the highest level of flexibility provided by dedi-
cated Non Volatile Memory (Flash, EEPrOM) technologies with 
outstanding reliability and a sophisticated security concept. 

The security certified Flash product allows a faster reaction 
to market changes through short lead times and flexible product 
usage, and offers many advantages in logistics, development and 
throughout the certification process. MyKad also uses Infineon’s 
Integrity Guard security technology. It offers long lasting security 
with encrypted Dual CPU-core, setting a new benchmark for secure 
electronic documents. With this technology, data is encrypted along 
the entire data path during processing. The security controller core 
has two processing units, constantly checking each other’s correct 
function by utilizing sophisticated error detection.

Gemalto launches new Coesys applications portfolio 

Gemalto offers a new Coesys application portfolio and end-to-end solutions and related services specifically designed for government 
agencies implementing complex secure national identity programs. The new offer builds on the company’s most advanced identification 
and authentication software providing security and convenience to citizens for applications such as on-line tax management and payment, 
efficient benefits distribution and fraud reduction through electronic documents and administration. Coesys Applications Portfolio also 
enables electronic verification of patient’s entitlement (eVerification) and of electronic claims on medical expenses (eClaim), electronic 
voting and others. In particular, the portfolio fully integrates the mobile eID dimension, including smartphones and tablets, delivers ease-
of-use with zero-footprint middleware and swift implementation. Coesys responds to the growing number of national electronic identity 
related application rollouts, solving the needs of authorities for speedy delivery of citizen-centric applications, as well as getting citizens 
on-board quickly and in large numbers. The applications portfolio also addresses the increasing need of citizens for security when using 
on-line services. The new suite is available immediately and leverages Gemalto’s extensive experience in delivering convenient and secure 
electronic government services accumulated over the past decade. 

 These applications also leverage Gemalto’s premium professional services, including field-proven solution design, qualified project 
management, fast and seamless system integration, as well as efficient deployment. Gemalto’s experienced service teams and partner 
network provide complete knowledge transfer and full operational support.

Contributing already to over 60 national programs worldwide, Gemalto is uniquely positioned to ensure that national electronic 
identification rollouts benefit from value-added solutions designed for efficiency and convenience, and deployed to citizens faster.
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‘Integrity Guard’ nominated for Innovation and Technology Award 

Infineon Technologies’ digital security technology “Integrity Guard” has been nominated for the “Deutscher Zukunftspreis 2012” – the 
German Federal President’s Award for Innovation and Technology. Infineon developed this new generation security technology for applica-
tions that require the highest level of data security and long time resilience.

Important application fields for security controllers with “Integrity Guard” include governmental identification documents as well as 
banking and credit cards. In these fields “Integrity Guard” already today sets the technological standard for chip-based security. Security 
controllers are also used increasingly in numerous networked systems such as computers, IT infrastructures, industrial control systems 
as well as critical infrastructure systems such as smart grids – where “Integrity Guard” provides the basis for overall system security. 
In Germany, “Integrity Guard”-based security chips are, for example, used in the electronic identity and healthcare cards as well as for 
contactless payment applications like the German Banking Industry Committee’s (Deutsche Kreditwirtschaft) “girogo” project. This 
project is currently Europe’s biggest contactless payment trial. To date, Infineon has sold more than 80 million security chips worldwide 
featuring “Integrity Guard” digital security technology.

“‘Integrity Guard’ is innovative security technology ‘Made in Germany’,” said Dr. reinhard Ploss, Member of the Management Board 
responsible for Operations, R&D, and Labor Director of Infineon Technologies AG. “Being nominated for the Federal President’s Award 
for Innovation and Technology not only shows how important data security is for our increasingly networked world. It also recognizes our 
innovational strength in the area of security technology – an area which is quickly becoming more and more important in applications 
beyond the chip card.”

The “Deutscher Zukunftspreis” is awarded to outstanding technical and scientific innovations from Germany with great market poten-
tial. Four teams were nominated from a total of 24 technology projects. A jury of independent experts from science and business selects the 
nominees and the winner. Nomination alone is already regarded as high commendation and belonging to the “Circle of the Best”. Germany’s 
Federal President, Joachim Gauck, will announce the winner and present the award in Berlin on November 28, 2012.

G&D received BSI certificate for STARCOS 3.5 

Giesecke & Devrient (G&D) is the first manufacturer in the world to 
offer a certified solution for the new security functions in electronic 
passports as well as residence permits and ID cards on the basis of 
the protection profile as newly defined by Germany’s Federal Office 
for Information Security (BSI).

The BSI has accordingly granted the Munich-based company 
a security certificate. What’s new in this protection profile is that 
passports, too, are covered by the PACE (Password Authenticated 
Connection Establishment) protocol. Countries belonging to the 
EU are obliged to use PACE in electronic passports and residence 
permits from December 2014. Germany’s Federal Office for Informa-

latvia commissions G&D to manufacture and supply new drivers’ licenses 

The latvian Ministry Of Transport is offering its citizens a very special service. At any one of ten registration centers nationwide, 
drivers will be able to apply in person for a new, EU-compliant polycarbonate drivers’ license and walk out with the finished card in 
almost no time at all. This is possible thanks to technology from Munich-based Giesecke & Devrient (G&D), which is responsible for 
supplying both the cards and the infrastructure necessary to personalize them with each applicant’s information. The supply contract 
will run for a period of five years. The process of collecting all the relevant information, such as a person’s details, license category, 
signature, and photograph, will be carried out at the registration center itself, building on the present IT infrastructure. 

G&D is expanding existing data collection, data preparation, and personalization processes with the hardware and software neces-
sary to issue the new licenses securely. To this end, G&D is implementing its tried and tested IMAGO software suite. Thanks to 
its versatile functionality, IMAGO can be integrated in existing system environments and connected to national databases without 
difficulty. Following collection of the necessary details, applicants’ records are forwarded to the central transport registry. After a 
completed check, applicants only have to wait around 20 minutes to take possession of their finished licenses. This is because the poly-
carbonate cards can be personalized on the spot: all the assembled information, including the photograph and signature, is engraved 
into the card body on site using a laser personalization technique. This is a reliable way to prevent any manipulation of data. The new 
latvian drivers’ licenses will also carry the MAGIC-ID security feature, which is particularly effective against forgery. This employs 
a 3D image that incorporates a fluid motion effect depending on the viewing angle, making for a simple and reliable visual check. 
Combining specially prepared print data and extremely fine lens structures create the effect. It enables police officers carrying out 
roadside checks to establish quickly, accurately, and without technical assistance whether or not a license is genuine.

tion Security (BSI) has granted G&D’s new STArCOS 3.5 smart card 
operating system a security certificate under the Common Criteria 
Protection Profile (BSI-CC-PP-0056-V2-2012) for machine-readable 
travel documents with Extended Access Control and PACE.

 The PACE security mechanism is already used in the new German 
national ID card, for which G&D is also supplying a certified solution 
(under the ID card protection profile BSI-CC-PP-0061-2009) with the 
STArCOS 3.5 operating system. With this new smart card operating 
system, G&D is already offering its customers a security-certified 
solution to bring their electronic documents up to date with the latest 
technology and afford them effective protection against fraud. It is 
planned that, in the future, the new security protocol will not only be 
used in official documents within EU countries but worldwide. 
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The SILIcOn TruST

The indusTry’s premier silicon based  
securiTy parTner program 

The Silicon Trust is a well-established marketing program for 
smart card solutions with high visibility in the worldwide govern-
ment and identification (ID) markets. With more than 20 com-
panies along the value chain, the Silicon Trust forms a strong 
community of like-minded companies. 

The silicon TrusT program focuses  
primarily on:

–  Educating government decision makers about technical possi-
bilities of ID systems and solutions

–  Development and implementation of marketing material and 
educational events

–  Bringing together leading players from the public and private 
sectors with industry and government decision makers

–  Identifying the latest ID projects, programs and technical trends

execuTIve BOArD

The executive board has been the steering committee of the 
silicon Trust since 2008. Jointly, the three companies drive the 
silicon Trust by defining the topics and directions of the pro-
gram’s publications, workshops and meetings.

infineon Technologies
Infineon Technologies AG, Neubiberg, Germany, 
offers semiconductor and system solutions ad-
dressing three central challenges to modern so-

ciety: energy efficiency, mobility, and security. In the 2011 fiscal 
year (ending September 30), the company reported sales of Euro 
4.0 billion with close to 26,000 employees worldwide. Based on its 
core competencies in the fields of security, contactless communica-
tion and integrated microcontroller solutions (Embedded Control), 
Infineon offers a comprehensive portfolio of semiconductor-based 
security products for many chip card and security applications. In-
fineon uses this expertise to increase security in an increasingly 

mobile and networked world, e.g. for mobile payments, system 
security and secure electronic sovereign documents. Infineon has 
developed innovative, hardware-based security solutions for over 
25 years and has been the world market leader for 14 years.
www.infineon.com

giesecke & devrienT
Giesecke & Devrient (G&D) is a 
leading international technology 
provider headquartered in Munich, 

Germany. Founded in 1852, the company primarily supplies cen-
tral and commercial banks, cash-in-transit companies, and securi-
ty printers with innovative technologies that render the cash cycle 
efficient and secure. As an end-to-end provider of smartcard and 
mobile security solutions, the Group develops and distributes hard-
ware, software, and services to a client base that includes banks, 
mobile network operators, transportation companies, business en-
terprises, and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). Govern-
ments and public authorities turn to G&D for passport, ID card, and 
border control systems, ensuring reliable identity verification. 
www.gi-de.com

gemalTo
Gemalto is world leader in digital security 
with over 10,000 employees operating out 
of 87 offices and 13 Research & Development 

centers in 45 countries. Gemalto is at the heart of our evolving 
digital society. Billions of people worldwide increasingly want 
the freedom to communicate, travel, shop, bank, entertain, and 
work – anytime, anywhere, in ways that are convenient, enjoy-
able and secure. In the public sector, Gemalto provides secure 
documents, robust identity solutions and services for govern-
ments, national printers and integrators in the service of citi-
zens. Its products and solutions are deployed in more than 60 
government programs worldwide, including 36 issuance and 16 
enrollment projects.
Gemalto is contributing to more than 25 ePassport initiatives; over 
15 eID national programs and is active in all major eHealthcare 
schemes and numerous e-driving license, vehicle registration and 
tachograph projects.
www.gemalto.com

SILIcOn TruST PArTner DIrecTOry 
2012/2013

ADvISOry BOArD

The silicon Trust advisory board supports the executive board 
in defining the direction of the program in terms of public policy 
and scientific relevance. 

bsi
Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informa-
tionstechnik – The German Federal Office 
for Information Security (BSI) is an inde-
pendent and neutral authority for IT secu-

rity. It has been established in 1991 as a high level federal public 
agency within the area of responsibility of the Ministry of the In-
terior. The BSI’s ultimate ambition is the protection of information 
and communication. 
Especially in the area of smart card technology, BSI is responsible  
for the design and definition of secure solution requirements for 
governmental identification documents. The German ePassport 
has been introduced in 2005, the second ePassport generation  
followed 2007, and starting in 2010 the all-new German eID card 
has opened a new trustworthy approach to Internet authentication  
for all German citizens. Security of all these documents is based on  
BSI specifications, developed in close collaboration with European/
international standardization bodies and leading industry partners. 
www.bsi.bund.de

fraunhofer aisec
Fraunhofer AISEC supports firms from all 
industries and service sectors in securing 
their systems, infrastructures, products 

and offerings. The institution develops qualitatively high-value 
security technologies, which increase the reliability, trustworthi-
ness and tamper-resistance of IT-based systems and products. 
The approximately 80 members of the Fraunhofer AISEC scientif-
ic and technical staff balance economic needs, user-friendliness, 
and security requirements to develop optimally tailored concepts 
and solutions. 
The security test labs are equipped with state-of-the-art equip-
ment, and highly qualified security experts evaluate and analyze 
the security of products and hardware components as well as soft-
ware products and applications. In our laboratories, functionality, 
interoperability and compliance are tested to give clients targeted, 
effective advice. Strategic partnerships with global corporations as 
well as with internationally recognized universities guarantee sci-
entific excellence as well as its market-driven implementation. 
www.aisec.fraunhofer.de

SILIcOn TruST PArTnerS

partners of the silicon Trust are a vital element of the program. 
The partners represent all aspects of the value chain and are 
international representatives of the id industry. They all share 
one common goal – to create awareness, to educate and to pro-
mote the need for silicon-based security technologies.

advanide 
Advanced ID Electronics – is one of the 
leading silicon distributors, focused on 
components for RFID transponders, 

chip cards and RFID readers and terminals. Thanks to its opti-
mized semiconductor supply chain, AdvanIDe can guarantee man-
ufacturers of smart cards, RFID transponders and readers the most 
efficient access to the latest semiconductors.
Acting as an independent supplier, AdvanIDe has a long track 
record in interpreting evolving needs by the smartcard industry in 
the different regions of the world, thanks to our world-wide pres-
ence. AdvanIDe concentrates on proactively identifying emerging 
trends in order to anticipate rising demand and guarantee prompt 
availability of the required component in adequate volumes via 
cost-effective mode. 
www.advanide.com

agfa
Agfa is commercially active worldwide 
through wholly owned sales organizations 
in more than 40 countries. In 2011 the 

Group achieved a turnover of 3,023 million Euro. Agfa develops, 
produces and sells special films for the card industry. PETixTM is  
a range of high-performance polyester films, for cards with a lifetime  
above 10 years and a high chemical, scratch and thermal resistance. 
www.agfa.com

balTech
BALTECH is specialized in ISO14443/15693/
NFC Reader technology. The core competen-
cies are RF-Interface technology and sophisti-

cated high level functionalities supporting the latest card technolo-
gies and security mechanisms. All products are 100% developed 
and manufactured in-house. This is the basis for customization 
capabilities offered to deliver application tailored, cost optimized 
products from readers up to terminals with individual functionali-
ties for applications like loyalty, e-purse etc.
www.baltech.de

charismaThics
charismathics® has been pioneering 
the global identity management are-
na since 2005 and is offering security 

products and services for a variety of industries ranging from cor-
porate to finance, from e-government to health services, from e-ed-
ucation to telecommunications. The company delivers PKI security 
solutions addressing traditional smart cards, convenient USB keys, 
handy soft tokens or even cutting edge mobile applications. With 
iEnigma®, charismathics re-invented the smart card, requiring only 
one set of credentials for a digital identity, whether in the office or 
on the road. The charismathics Smart Security Interface CSSI© is a 
comprehensive and agnostic PKI client framework. It supports all 
computer platforms, myriads of smart card operating systems and 
token profiles, various technologies and third party applications. 
www.charismathics.com
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cogniTec
Cognitec develops market-leading face rec-
ognition technology and applications for in-
dustry customers and government agencies 

around the world. In various independent evaluation tests, our 
FaceVACS® software has proven to be the premier technology 
available on the market. Cognitec’s portfolio includes products 
for facial database search, video screening, and biometric portrait 
capturing. 
www.cognitec-systems.de 

digiTal idenTificaTion soluTions
Digital Identification Solutions is a global pro-
vider of advanced identification solutions, spe-
cialized in secure government and corporate 
applications for ID cards and ePassports/Visa. 

By applying innovative technologies, they develop unique, scal-
able credential solutions, which perfectly meet the ever-changing 
demands of international customers. Furthermore, strategic part-
ner Matica System provides cost-effective, flexible solutions for 
industrial card personalization and card mailing systems.
www.digital-identification.com

hid global
HID Global Government ID Solutions is dedicated 
to delivering highly secure, custom government-
to-citizen ID programs worldwide. HID Global 

Government ID Solutions offers government customers an end-
to-end source for their most demanding state and national ID 
projects. With Genuine HID™, customers benefit from the indus-
try’s broadest portfolio of trusted, interoperable secure identity 
solutions across all aspects of the government identification mar-
ket. Genuine HID solutions are designed and built in ISO 9001 
certified facilities; include worldwide agency certifications; and 
are backed by global product warranties. Government ID Solu-
tions offerings include expert consulting services, data capture, 
credential management and issuance solutions, world-leading 
credentials and e-documents, readers, inlays, prelaminates, La-
serCard® optical security media technology, and FARGO® card 
printers. 
www.hidglobal.com

hJp consulTing 
HJP Consulting (HJP) with headquar-
ters near Paderborn, Germany, is an 
internationally operating firm of IT 

consultants specialized in the planning, procurement and approval 
of smart card solutions with focus on e-identity and e-health appli-
cations. The manufacturer-independent specialists at HJP super-
vise large-scale projects for introducing e-passports and eID sys-
tems at both the technical and strategic level. The firm’s consulting 
services encompass the areas of system architecture, software 
specification, tenders, quality and security management as well as 
project management. 
www.hjp-consulting.com

The idenTive group 
The Identive Group is a leading provider of solu-
tions for secure access, secure identity and se-
cure exchange. For organizations and individuals 
that need to secure their digital assets, electronic 

transactions and facilities, Identive provides solutions that cut 
costs and reduce risk and liabilities. The company offers contact, 
contactless and mobile smart card reader and terminal technol-
ogy, digital identity and transaction platforms, as well as systems 
that integrate physical and logical access control. Additionally, 
Identive is a leading provider of commercial digital media readers 
to the worldwide photo kiosk market.
www.identive-group.com

micropross
Micropross is a leading company in the 
supply of test and personalization tools 
for the smartcard industry. Active since 

1979, the company features an in-house R&D center as well as 
production facilities The cornerstone of Micropross activity is the 
design of solutions for engineers looking for tools to qualify, or cer-
tify their products and prototypes against a given specification. 
Micropross technology covers the whole spectrum of the smart-
card industry: they supply protocol analyzers, terminal simulators, 
smartcard simulators, for both contact and contactless technolo-
gies. Depending on the customer requirements, the company sup-
plies turnkey solutions, including hardware and automated test 
cases (for both analog and digital test plans).
www.micropross.com

maskTech
MaskTech is the leading independent provider 
of high secure system on chip designs, em-
bedded ROM masked products, security mid-
dleware, certification and integration services 

focused on human credential applications. MTCOS – MaskTech 
Chip Operating System – is a high performance and high security 
operating system, especially designed for secure semiconductors 
with powerful crypto co-processor and RFID, dual interface or 
contact interface.
MTCOS is available and certified Common Criteria – EAL 4+ on 
a unique variety of microcontrollers of different silicon vendors. 
MTCOS is a fully open standard (ISO/IEC) compliant multi-appli-
cations OS, used in more than 40 eID projects worldwide.
www.masktech.de

precise biomeTrics
Precise Biometrics is an innovative com-
pany offering technology and expertise for 
easy, secure, and accurate authentication 

using smart cards and fingerprint recognition. Founded in 1997, 
Precise Biometrics today has solutions used by U.S. government 
agencies, national ID card programs, global enterprises, and 
other organizations requiring multi-factor strong authentication. 
The company is headquartered in Sweden and is listed on the 

NASDAQ OMX Stockholm small cap list (symbol:PREC). Precise 
Biometrics Inc., its U.S. subsidiary, is based in Vienna, VA. Precise 
Biometrics offers the Tactivo™ solution, a smart card and finger-
print reader for mobile devices. Also availalbe are related apps 
that use Tactivo for authentication using a smart card, fingerprint 
reader, or both.  
www.precisebiometrics.com

reiner scT
REINER SCT Kartengeräte GmbH & Co. 
KG, based in Furtwangen (Black Forest), 
Germany, is a leading manufacturer of  

OTP generators and smartcard readers for eCards, electronic sig-
nature and online banking in Germany. REINER SCT also develops 
products for secure online authentication, time attendance and ac-
cess control. The technology company employs 45 staff and is part 
of the global and family owned REINER group.
www.reiner-sct.com

sc2
SC2 is a broadcom company. The SC2 team is 
comprised of talented and experienced security 
architects and engineers, combining extensive 
experience with real world-implementations 

of smart card technology, including contact, contactless and 
dual-interface smart cards. SC2 solutions include e-health, e-ID, 
e-passport, citizen cards, signature cards, e-employee cards,  
e-banking solutions including worldwide credit card companies 
and transportation.
www.scsquare.com

sid-consulT
SID-Consult GmbH works as an independent secu-
rity consultancy. Dipl.-Ing. Heinz B. Artmann has 
more than twenty years experience in security 
printing and smart card technologies and more 
than forty years experience in the graphic arts in-

dustry. The top business domains of SID-Consult are MRTDs i.e. 
passport and ePassports, Visa and eVisa, national ID and eID, resi-
dence permit, driver license, voting cards etc. The areas of their ex-
pertise are prepress, printing, finishing, personalization, implemen-
tation, inspection, stress tests and border control. SID-Consult also 
prepares expert opinions on fraud and counterfeiting.
www.sid-consult.de

TeleTrusT
The IT security association TeleTrusT 
Germany e.V. was founded in 1989 to 
provide a reliable framework for de-

ployment of trustworthy information and communication tech-
nology. Today, TeleTrusT is a widespread competence network 
for IT security currently representing more than 110 members 
from industry, science and public institutions, with associated 
member organizations in Germany and other countries. TeleTrusT 

comments on political and legal issues related to IT security, or-
ganizes events and participates in conferences. TeleTrusT is the 
carrier of the “European Bridge CA” and the expert certification 
scheme “TeleTrusT Information Security Professional (T.I.S.P.)”.
www.teletrust.de

T-sysTems
T-Systems is Deutsche Telekom’s 
corporate customer arm. Using 
a global infrastructure of data 

centers and networks, T-Systems operates information and 
communication technology (ICT) systems for multinational 
corporations and public sector institutions. With offices in over 
20 countries and global delivery capabilities, T-Systems serves 
companies in all industries. Approximately 47,600 employees 
worldwide use their industry expertise and ICT know-how to 
provide top-quality service. T-Systems generated revenue of 
around EUR 9.2 billion in the 2011 financial year. 
www.t-systems.com

Trüb ag
Trüb AG is a leading company in Switzerland and 
internationally in the manufacture and person-
alization of national identity documents such as 
personal ID cards, driver’s licenses, tachograph 

cards and data pages for passports as well as bank, loyalty and 
access cards. The company was founded in 1859 and has de-
veloped over the years into a world-wide leader for high quality 
identification solutions. 
www.trueb.ch

uniTed access
United Access is focused on secure, high-end 
smart card and RFID based solutions. We are 
acting as a security provider with a broad 
range of standard and integration compo-
nents. Our prime aim is to offer secure com-

ponents with simple integration interfaces combined with deep 
know-how based on a long lasting experience. United Access is 
the support partner for the Infineon smart card operating sys-
tem SICRYPT. United Access provides secure sub-systems to 
various markets like public transport, road toll, logical access, 
logistics, parking systems, brand protection, physical access 
control and others.
www.unitedaccess.com
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